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The

Hidden Secret
of Coastal Finland

Welcome
for a culinary adventure in Salo
For anyone who enjoys tasty experiences, Salo is definitely worth
a visit. You can have your morning coffee in local style at the
Salo Marketplace and buy fresh vegetables and berries to take
home. Salo’s many idyllic cafés, unique restaurants and country
kitchens offer tasty dishes, made from locally grown seasonal
ingredients, that suit both the Finnish and Scandinavian palate.
For your beverage, you can taste local apple juice, cider, or beer
brewed in the village, or choose from a range of other carefully
selected drinks. You can enjoy a cup of freshly roasted coffee and
oven-warm pastries, sourdough bread, and many other specialties.
Come and have a taste – you will love it!

Welcome
for a nature adventure in Salo
Head out for a nature adventure in Teijo National Park, where you
will find nature trails of different lengths for every season. Cyclists
can take in the beautiful scenery along the Coastal Route. You
can rent a bike in Salo, swing by Lake Lehmijärvi on your way
to the ironworks villages of Kirjakkala and Teijo, and continue to
Mathildedal and Särkisalo, where you can choose from several
idyllic summer cafés. For daredevils we recommend a stop at Teijo
Action Park for some gravity racing or cross-country cycling.

All around Salo
Visit different parts of Salo to find out how versatile the city is. In
the city centre, you can take in the buzzling small-town life. LakeSalo, consisting of the Suomusjärvi, Kiikala and Kisko area, is the
perfect place to enjoy the beautiful lakeside scenery. The ironworks
villages of Kirjakkala and Teijo are situated in the northern part of
Teijo National Park, and they offer easy access to the wilderness
of the national park. Mathildedal ironworks village is also known
as an artisan village and the home of the alpacas. You can admire
spectacular sea landscapes in Särkisalo. Halikko is a place of many
experiences, where history meets the present day. Salo offers
numerous attractions worth a visit – so why not stay for a little
longer!
Front cover photo, top: Jesse Kallio Front cover photo, bottom: Henna Kyyrä
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Bicycle rental network along
the Coastal Route
Rent a bike at a hotel in Salo city
centre, pedal your way to Teijo
National Park, for example, and
find comfortable accommodation
in the ironworks villages in Teijo.
You can rent a touring bike with
all the necessary equipment at
one rental point and return it to
another. The bikes are available
for a day, a week or for a longer
period – whatever suits you best!
Bicycle rental points in

Shop Online
VisitSalo.fi/
ostahelpostiverkosta

Salo
Hotel Fjalar | www.fjalar.fi
Hotel Salora | www.astrumkeskus.fi
Sokos Hotel Rikala
www.sokoshotels.fi
Vuohensaari Camping /
www.vuohensaari.fi
Mathildedal
Mathildan Marina
www.mathildanmarina.fi
Särkisalo
Café Vinssi | www.cafevinssi.fi
Restaurant Nixor | www.nixor.fi
www.rannikkoreitti.fi

SALO
Population
Summer homes
Companies
Farms

approx. 52 000
approx. 7 200
approx. 5 200
approx. 900

IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS
Salo Tourist Information
tel. +358 (0)44 778 7777
Taxi tel. +358 (0)2 100 41
(1.84 € / call + local charges)

Matkahuolto / Bus station
Vilhonkatu 14
tel. +358 (0)200 4000
(1.99 € / min + local charges)

VR Customer Care
Mon-Sun 7:00am–10:00pm
tel. +358 (0)600 41 900
(1.99 €/answered call + local charges)

Social and health care services
switchboard Mon–Fri 7:00am–
5:00pm tel.+358 (0)2 7721
On-call service in case of
emergencies
tel. +358 (0)2 772 3611
VisitSalo.fi
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The surroundings of the Teijo ironworks villages offer a wealth of
experiments and recreation the whole year round. The maritime
nature creates a spectacular setting for active holidays, and the
idyllic ironworks villages of Mathildedal, Teijo and Kirjakkala take
you on a fascinating journey through the centuries.

Teijo
National Park
&
the ironworks
villages
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Located right next to the old cultural landscape, Teijo National Park
offers the whole family plenty to do in its varied, wilderness-like
nature. The area is equally perfect for one-day hikes and longer
treks.
The Teijo region is also known for the historic Teijo Manor, the
smallest stone church in Finland, and the ski resort and golf
course. Newer additions to the area include a chocolate shop and
Mathildedal Manor with a sourdough bakery, restaurant, and a
shop, all found in the charming village of Mathildedal.
Visit the ironworks villages in summer by bus
In the summertime, demand responsive transit is available from
Saturday to Sunday on the route Salo-Teijo-Mathildedal-National
Park. The demand responsive transit lines must be ordered in
advance at least one hour before the departure time. When placing
the order, you must state the pick-up point, whereas all the bus
stops along the route serve as drop-off points. For more information
on summer transit, visit www.salokyyti.fi or check the Matkahuolto
journey planner service. Orders: www.salokyyti.fi or Mon–Fri from
12:00 to 3:00pm at the number +358 (0)2 778 7716.

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages
Manor estates
& excursions
Särkisalo &
the sea
Lake-Salo &
the countryside
Markets &
events
Eat & sleep

Are you longing for a boat trip?

See &
experience

At Lake Matildanjärvi in Teijo National Park, you can enjoy boating in an easy
and safe way. Rent a vehicle of your choice – a rowing boat, canoe, kayak, or
SUP board – and the adventure is ready to begin. The trip around Lake Matildanjärvi is approximately 4–5 kilometres by boat or canoe. Isoholma Island is a
perfect rest stop, as it offers a campfire site, a lean-to shelter and a dry toilet
– or you can choose one of the four other rest stops and campfire sites located
on the shores of Lake Matildanjärvi.

For children
& families

Travelling by water offers a whole new perspective even on familiar landscapes, and the calm and sheltered lake provides a safe place to try out a new
hobby. If you are interested in fishing, you can take a boat or canoe straight
to the best fishing spots! You can also go rowing or paddling at Lake Hamarinjärvi which is located in the northern part of the park. Boats, single and
double kayaks, and SUP boards can be rented in Kirjakkala ironworks village.

Teijo National Park

Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

In Teijo National Park, the peace and solitude of nature meet the modernday life and handicrafts traditions of the historic ironworks villages. The
ironworks villages offer a direct access to the varying sea, lake, and marshland
landscapes of the national park, where you can go hiking, paddling, and
fishing. You can enjoy Teijo on a simple day visit or top the experience off by
spending an unforgettable night sleeping under the stars in the national park
or by choosing one of the charming accommodation options in the ironworks
villages.
www.luontoon.fi/teijo

Live &
enjoy

Metsähallitus customer service
tel. +358 (0)206 39 4700 Mon-Fri 9:00am–3:00pm • teijo@metsa.fi
VisitSalo.fi
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Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Nature experiences in Teijo National Park
We offer pre-ordered nature experience services for large and small groups
alike in Teijo National Park around the year. We arrange, for example,
dinners around an open fire, guided nature excursions and hikes, sensory
walks, and campfire coffee services.

Manor estates
& excursions

Individual travellers can buy snacks and souvenirs or enjoy our fresh-cooked
food and café products on site.
We also offer accommodation in floating Tentsile tree tents.

Särkisalo &
the sea

Hotel & Café Mathildedal
Ruukinrannantie 6, 25660 Mathildedal
+358 (0)50 354 2487 or info@mathildedal.fi
www.mathildedal.fi

Tips for Teijo National Park

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

See our guide material (in Finnish) at
www.visitsalo.fi/retkelleluontoon
Examples from the guide material:

Forest adventures for families

Markets &
events

A trip to a forest is always an exciting adventure for children! The marked
routes and well-maintained rest areas in Teijo National Park make hiking with
children easy.
Lake Matildanjärvi trail 		
5,5 km
2,5–5 hours
Nenusta trail 		
3,6 km
2–3 hours
Totti nature trail 		
1,3 km
1–2 hours
First section of the Lake Sahajärvi trail
1,5 km
1–3 hours

8,8 km
3,6 km
8,0 km
4,6 km
4,0 km

2,5–4 hours
1–2 hours
2–3 hours
1–2 hours
1,5–2,5 hours

See &
experience

Forest adventures for adults
Nenustannokka trail
Punassuo trail
Ancient Jeturkasti trail
Onnelannummi trail

Eat & sleep

Forest adventures for adults

Head into the forest with a map and a compass

For children
& families

In Teijo National Park, you do not have to be an expert in orienteering to
enter the forest. The park grounds hold dozens of kilometres of marked routes. However, if you want to learn the basics of orienteering or develop your
skills, there are two tracks in the park with fixed control points.

Tight lines at Lake Matildanjärvi

Shop &
decorate

If luck is on your side, you can catch a salmon fish at Lake Matildanjärvi, as
catch-sized rainbow trout, brook trout, and trout are regularly planted into
the lake.

All hands on deck

Meet &
celebrate

Are you longing for a boat trip? At Lake Matildanjärvi in Teijo National Park,
you can enjoy boating in an easy and safe way.

Winter’s frost – outdoor activities and hiking in Teijo
Snowshoeing – Nordic skating – ice-fishing – downhill skiing – sceneries

Live &
enjoy

See Teijo on a bike
The Ancient Jeturkasti trail of 4.6 km in the southern part of the park and a
mountain biking track of 7.3 km.
VisitSalo.fi
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Mathildedal
ironworks village
– an artisan village
The Mathildedal ironworks village
next to Teijo National Park radiates
an upbeat village atmosphere: red
ochre houses, ironworks buildings,
history, shops, unique delicacies,
artisan products found nowhere
else, and natural beauty.
The village is located right by the
crystal-clear Lake Matildanjärvi
and the sea. The charismatic 19th
century ironworks milieu hides a
modern village community with
130 residents, many of whom are
entrepreneurs. In the summertime,
the number of inhabitants is multiplied when the holiday residents
arrive in the area.
The vibrant village hosts numerous
concerts, gigs, art exhibitions,
theatre performances, events and
a range of festivities throughout
the year.
In Mathildedal, you can choose your
accommodation from a variety of
choices,
including a cosy bed and breakfast,
cottages, and hotel luxury.
The old factory buildings, sincere
and heartfelt service, and the lush
green surroundings offer experiences, tranquillity, and rustic beauty
for all senses.
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#VisitSalo
#VisitMathildedal

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages
Manor estates
& excursions
Särkisalo &
the sea

Hotel & Café Mathildedal

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Cultural and nature experiences
around the year

Markets &
events

Hotel
Conjured up by the sea, this cosy
and charming eight-room hotel takes
you on a journey back in time. The
serene, picturesque rooms provide a
rustic and luxurious setting for the
guest. The rooms are decorated in a
loft style and come with a full range
of amenities.

Eat & sleep

Luxury Travel Guide Winner 2018,
Booking 2018 Award 9.1

For children
& families

See &
experience

Café
The vibrant colours of the café and
the aroma of freshly baked coffee
bread and steaming percolated
coffee are sure to entice you; the
glass cases are filled with baked
goods, cakes and savoury treats, all
made here with love and care. Light
meals are also served in the summer.
Our delicacies can also be bought for
gifts – or just for yourself!

Shop &
decorate

Conferences & celebrations
Our rustic and charming conference
and banquet facilities are available
all year round. There is also a range
of active and cultural programme
choices available for all seasons.
WELCOME! Krista ja Sami

Live &
enjoy

Meet &
celebrate

Hotel & Café Mathildedal
Ruukinrannantie 6
25660 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)50 354 2487
info@mathildedal.fi
www.mathildedal.fi

VisitSalo.fi
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The entire beer selection of the Village Brewery is available only in the brewery’s beer shop.

Mathildedal Village Brewery – beer brewed in the village
In Mathildedal ironworks village, there is an artisan brewery with
its own beer shop and a small tasting bar. You can experience the entire beer
selection of the Village Brewery at the tasting bar and buy your favourite
village beers from the beer shop.
The Village Brewery’s philosophy is simple and traditional:
the aim is to brew the best beers in the world with a unique village twist.
The labels tell stories about the villages, and the names of the beers, and the
illustrations on the bottles are also inspired by the villages. This way, a part
of our village is always present in our beers.
Come and enjoy local beer in the village!

The beers brewed in our village can
be enjoyed with food or as such, and
we take the natural beer seasons
into account.
- Brewer Tuomo Holm

Contact us!
Brewer Tuomo Holm
tel. +358 (0)40 507 3563
tuomo.holm@kylapanimo.fi
Mathildedal Village Brewery and shop
Matildan puistotie 4
25660 Mathildedal
Opening hours: see kylapanimo.fi
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Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages
Manor estates
& excursions
Särkisalo &
the sea
Lake-Salo &
the countryside
Markets &
events

Have a picnic on the manor grounds

Mathildedal Manor – sourdough bakery, restaurant and shop

See &
experience

Mathildedal Manor embodies our shared dream to bring sourdough bread,
seasonal food made from local ingredients, and the artisan beers of our
village all under one roof. At present, the old ironworks manor of the village
houses a sourdough bakery, a restaurant, and a shop.

Eat & sleep

Brewer Tuomo and Village Baker Elina welcome visitors.

For children
& families

We hope that you enjoy your visit here and get to experience the unique
atmosphere of Mathildedal Manor, the beautiful old garden, and the
vast open grounds with the alpacas. We organise garden concerts in the
summertime, and, if the weather permits, every day is a picnic day here.

– Village Baker Elina and
Brewer Tuomo
Mathildedal Manor & Village Bakery
Bremerintie 4, 25560 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)50 465 0090
info@matildankartano.fi
www.matildankartano.fi
VisitSalo.fi
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Live &
enjoy

Friends of good bread, food and
beer – welcome to Mathildedal
Manor!

Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

Spend a lovely day in the garden

Kuva: Kristjan Photography

Mathildan Marina

N60°13’12,7”/ E22°54’03,3”
Welcome to Mathildan Marina! The menu of our 100-seat restaurant introduces to a delicious
display of local ingredients.
The restaurant also features a small grocery store, saunas available on reservation (for 6+12 persons),
and a few rooms for anyone looking for peaceful, top-quality accommodation. The inviting sauna
facilities have a lounge area, covered terrace, and a heated outdoor hot tub for eight persons.
The elegant and bright facilities of Mathildan Marina are an ideal solution for arranging highpowered meetings and training events, atmospheric sauna evenings, and unforgettable parties
alike. We also offer rowboats and bicycles for rent.
The full-service marina has room for nearly 300 boats. There are also 40 slips in the guest marina
available for short overnight stays and day visits. Boaters have access to shower and bathroom
facilities. Visitors can also empty their septic tanks and refuel (diesel and 98), and the boat ramp is
open to all boaters.
Seasonal bookings: satamapaikka.com
Let your heart decide – fall in love with Mathildedal!
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Markets &
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Eat & sleep

Mathildan Marina
N60°13’12,7”/ E22°54’03,3”

Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

For children
& families

See &
experience

• Open every day from May Day 		
eve to the end of September; 		
open for groups around the 		
year upon reservation
• Lunch buffet in the summer
Mon–Fri 11:00am–3:00pm
• Á la carte around the year,
Sat–Sun archipelago brunch 		
11:00am–3:00pm
• Fully licensed
• Shop, café
• Guest slips, boat ramp, mast crane
• Reservable saunas, meeting and 		
banquet facilities
• Accommodation
(4 double rooms, 2 triple rooms)
• Outdoor gym, playground,
beach volleyball court
• Ask about sailing courses!

Welcome

Live &
enjoy

Ruukinrannantie 4
25660 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)2 250 2432
info@mathildanmarina.fi
www.mathildanmarina.fi
VisitSalo.fi
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PetriS Chocolate
The atmospheric old school of
Mathildedal is filled with the aroma
of chocolate and accommodates
visitors right next to Teijo National
Park.

Café
Here you can enjoy the products
of our own bakery with specialty
coffees, and in the summertime, we
also serve lunch.

Shop
Our shop offers a selection of
delicious hand-made chocolate
souvenirs and gifts.
Bed&Breakfast
We have seven Adults Only rooms
available. At breakfast we serve treats
from our own bakery, along with
local products and the produce of
our own garden. Reservations:
info@petris.fi or booking.com
PetriS Chocolate
Tullintie 17
25660 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)40 685 5111
info@petris.fi
www.petris.fi

Village restaurant Terho
Enjoy a great atmosphere and spend an
entertaining evening with karaoke and
live music in the village’s public living
room. Our drinks offer taste sensations
from the village and around the world!
We also roast coffee, which you can
savour here or take home with you. You
can also rent the Ratsutalo apartments
through us! We hope to see you soon!

Second Chance
A wonderful clothing boutique,
where the main attraction is the
owner Maija Nuppula’s own Second
Chance line of products: 100%
Finnish women’s and children’s
clothes, accessories and bed linen.
You will also find a carefully selected
range of high-quality brands from
Finland and Europe, including Calou
clogs, Finnish handmade jewellery,
and natural cosmetics from France.
This boutique is definitely worth a
visit – there is nothing
mass-produced here!
Welcome!
Ruukinrannantie 6
25660 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)40 754 5177
www.secondchance.fi
info@secondchance.fi

Matildan Puistotie 4, 25560 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)2 736 3801
terho@ravintolaterho.fi
www.ravintolaterho.fi

Meri-Ruukki Holiday Village
The village’s 20 inviting, well-equipped 6-person holiday cottages and the
seaside sauna are available for rent all year round. Each cottage is equipped
with a private sauna, fireplace, and carports. Visitors can enjoy a dip in the
sea at the beach or from the pier, and there are rowboats and two grill sites
freely available for use. The holiday village is located by the sea, next to Teijo
National Park, and within walking distance of the services of the village of
Mathildedal. All the summer and winter activities of the region are found
right nearby.
COME AND ENJOY YOUR STAY!
Kiikunmäentie 25, 25660 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)400 872 172
info@meri-ruukki.fi
www.meri-ruukki.fi
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Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Restaurant Ruukin Krouvi

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

Our restaurant is located right in
the heart of Mathildedal ironworks
village’s historic milieu. We offer tasty
country-style food with friendly service
in the charming atmosphere of an old
steel tempering factory. We are open
around the year.
In Ruukin Krouvi’s 60-seat restaurant,
you can enjoy one of the delicious
dishes on our seasonal á la carte menu,
in which we favour the use of locally
produced ingredients. We also serve
a daily lunch with something for all
members of the family.
The most popular items on our menu
are the oven-fired pizzas, which can
also be ordered to go, and in the
summertime our Ruukki burgers made
with Hereford beef are a guaranteed
treat.
Welcome to our beautiful village,
where you can easily enjoy the pristine
nature, visit small village shops, see real
live alpacas, and finally top the day off
with good food and perhaps a cold
beer brewed in the village.
Ruukinrannantie 6, 25560 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)2 735 0220
info@ruukinkrouvi.fi
www.ruukinkrouvi.fi

Teijo Uphill Challenge

www.teijouc.fi

B&B Sypressi

Matildan VIP Cottages

Accommodation in a cosy log house
built in 1840 – with all the modern
amenities. Uniquely decorated rooms
for 2–5 persons.
Breakfast + other catering services.
Meeting and banqueting services.

Welcome to our holiday village!

Meet &
celebrate

Karvarinkulma 1
25660 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)45 126 5464
matildanhuvilat@gmail.com
www.matilda-vip.ru/en

Live &
enjoy

B&B Sypressi
Matildan puistotie 6
25660 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)40 718 7486
sypressibb@gmail.com
www.sypressi.fi

We rent cottages for four starting
at 120 €/day/cottage

Shop &
decorate

For children
& families

See &
experience

A fun and challenging obstacle
running event in Teijo Action Park
on 3 October 2020! Just the right
number of demanding obstacles,
completed with a diverse terrain
and a magnificent landscape – enter
alone, as a pair, or with a team!

VisitSalo.fi
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Teijo Ski & Action Park
Thrilling experiences
all year round

Perfect setting for recreational
experiences, right in the
middle of the ironworks villages
of Teijo and Mathildedal.

TEIJO SKI RESORT
– Skiing for the whole family
Teijo is a place for ecological, affordable, and safe skiing. The selection
of slopes extends from wide family slopes to the most challenging
alpine skiing practice course in Southern Finland. Taigametsä is an
excellent place for learning to ski – even getting up the slope is easy
with Taigametsä’s carpet lift! Daredevils can practice thrilling stunts
in our snowparks. Thanks to our handsfree lift gates, the lift lines are
never too long!
SKIHAUS CARES FOR SKIERS
Skihaus rents, repairs, and sells new and used equipment with
expertise. We have renewed 70% of our rental equipment to ensure
that you can head out to the slopes with top-of-the-line gear. Skihaus
Bistro and its delicious meals keep hunger at bay, and the upbeat
service lifts the mood even between runs.
MORE POWER – LESS EMISSIONS
We are a pioneer in the production of environmentally friendly
tourism services, and we maintain the snow cover in our resort in a
responsible, energy-efficient, and environmentally sustainable way.
Overall, we comply with the principles of sustainable development.
In 2019, we invested in a more ecological snow groomer and installed
a geothermal heating system for the Skihaus.

Our mascot, Verneri the Rabbit,
is often hanging out at Teijo.
You can meet him especially at
our events and sometimes in
the ski school, when he is not
whizzing down our fantastic
sledge slope!
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Manor estates
& excursions
Särkisalo &
the sea
Lake-Salo &
the countryside

TEIJO ACTION PARK
– The best bachelor parties, team days, and active holidays

Markets &
events

Teijo Action Park offers an action-packed and diverse range of activities!
During the snow-free season, Teijo Action Park provides an excellent
variety of programme choices for bachelor parties and workplace
recreational days, complemented by the many other services available
in the area. Season 2020 visitors get to try out our brand-new EVO-4
gravity racing cars!

Eat & sleep

BIKE TRIPS
Is your choice a traditional 3-speed bike, a Jopo, a mountain bike, or a
Fatbike, or perhaps an electric bike? Our entire selection is available for
rent either for independent or guided bike trips!

See &
experience

MCC GRAVITY RACING
PAINTBALL (+ equipment rental)
LASER TRAP -shotgun shooting
BIRDIE GOLF -practice range
BIKE RENTAL AND TRIPS

For children
& families

NEW: MERI-TEIJO BIKE PARK
The most versatile Bike Park in Southern Finland opens on 30 May
2020! The brand-new Meri-Teijo Bike Park welcomes all downhill bikers
to try out the new tracks! Follow us: @meriteijobikepark
www. meriteijobikepark.com

Shop &
decorate

DOWNHILL BIKING

TeijoSki & Action Park

Live &
enjoy

Meet &
celebrate

www.meriteijo.fi
Teijontie 345
25570 TEIJO
ski@meriteijo.fi
tel. +358 (0)44 236 8398
fb @meriteijoski

VisitSalo.fi
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Teijo ironworks village
The idyllic Teijo ironworks
village brilliantly combines
diverse natural beauty with
cultural heritage and a vibrant
village community. The
immediate proximity of the sea,
the 18th century manor milieu,
the rolling, forested landscape
of Teijo National Park with its
rocks, lakes and rapids, and
the versatile range of services,
culture and events provided by
the village all come together
to make Teijo a unique
destination.
Culturally and historically the
most significant regional sights
are found right in the middle
of the village: the Teijo stone
church, the rococo-style Teijo
Manor with its outbuildings,
and the old blast furnace of the
Teijo ironworks. Just a stone’s
throw away lies the fairytalelike Sahajärvi Strict Nature
Reserve that is known as the
pearl of the national park.
All year round, there is much
to see and experience for the
entire family; art exhibitions
at Teijon Masuuni, handicrafts
and Christmas markets, Teijo’s
Midsummer festival, and the
Teijo Old Time Market,
just to name a few.
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A TIP FOR TEIJO NATIONAL PARK
Totti nature trail 1.3 km / 1–2 hours
This easy trail offers a great nature experience for visitors of all ages.
The trail takes you around the old park of Teijo Manor. It runs among
arching hazel thickets, through lush groves along the stream, and
across babbling brooks. The trail includes rugged rock areas, small
rapids, bridges, and stone steps.

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Teijontie 67, Teijo
tel. +358 (0)2 736 6160
teijonkylakauppa@gmail.com
The roadside church
of Teijo is open from 13 June to 9
August, Wed–Sun 11:00am–5:00pm

Village House Punaportti
Teijo Village Association rents
out (1 May–30 October) Village
House Punaportti to companies,
associations, and private persons.
The common room seats 30–40
persons, and the continuously
heated sauna is suited for 6–8
persons. Guests are free to use
Punaportti’s small kitchen and the
grill on the terrace.

www.teijo.fi/palveluja/kylasauna

is a cosy hotel and spa resort right
next to Teijo National Park. Sleep
comfortably in our hotel-quality
rooms, visit the national park, and
end the day with a dip in the spa hot
tubs.

Marianne Farm

Book visit to domestic animal farm
in advance.
www.mariannenmaatila.fi

Meet &
celebrate

Lehmiranta Holiday Centre

Lake-Salo &
the countryside
For children
& families

See &
experience

Teijo village sauna:
Wed 4:00pm–7:00pm
public swimsuit sauna
Fri 5:00pm–7:00pm women and
7:00pm–9:00pm men
Sun 5:00pm–8:00pm
public swimsuit sauna

Punaportintie 163, Mathildedal.
www.teijo.fi

Lehmirannantie 12
25170 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 727 5200
lehmiranta@elakeliitto.fi
www.lehmiranta.fi

Live &
enjoy

Partner enterprise of
Metsähallitus

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

Varvintie 37, 25570 Teijo
tel. +358 (0)44 981 9993
info@villaseaview.fi
www.villaseaview.fi

Markets &
events

EVERY DAY
Food products, including local food
items, affordable Crocs footwear,
Veikkaus gaming, post office,
Matkahuolto, café with B-licence,
deliveries, cash withdrawals, fishing
net markers, trailer and electric bike
rental service.

Shop &
decorate

Villa by the sea in Teijo ironworks
village. The ambiance of the villa is
a perfect combination of luxury and
cosiness. The spa facility features a
hot tub, steam room, and sauna. Here
you can organise an unforgettable
meeting while enjoying the unique
atmosphere and the spectacular sea
view. .

Eat & sleep

Village Shop
M-Teijon Kyläkauppa

Villa Seaview

VisitSalo.fi
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Teijon Masuuni
Teijon Masuuni is an art and handicraft centre at the heart of the old ironworks
village. It is located in the ironworks blast furnace facility established in 1686,
in a maritime setting right next to Teijo National Park and the Teijo Manor and
church. The Masuuni hosts an art gallery, a café, and an art and handicraft
shop. There are also changing art exhibitions and events with free admission.
Masuuni also features workspaces and shops of local artisans, and rental
office spaces for entrepreneurs of different fields. There are facilities for
meetings and celebrations, and the inn of Teijon Masuuni offers hostel-style
accommodation.
Open all year round. Groups are also welcome!
Telakkatie 17, 25570 Teijo
tel. +358 (0)404 822 224
www.teijonmasuuni.fi, galleria@teijonmasuuni.fi

Helmivene
Helmivene is a specialty store for
alpaca products established in 2007,
with an atmospheric shop in the
Linnankellari basement facility at
Teijon Masuuni. The cornerstone of
the product range is a particularly fine
natural fibre, baby alpaca, which lends
itself to unparalleled products, yarns,
accessories and clothes. This treasure
of the majestic Andes is a magnificent
result of the collaboration between
humans and natural conditions that
dates back even 5000 years. In our
versatile selection, you will also find
hand-bound books, different local
products featuring natural herbs,
book supports made from natural
stone, nesting baskets for mallards,
and a varying range of rope and
ceramic items. We also offer book
binding repair services at our office in
Teijon Masuuni.
Helmivene
Telakkatie 17, 25570 Teijo
tel. +358 (0)40 558 1760
virpi.gronroos@helmivene.fi
www.helmivene.fi
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Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Teijo Cafe & Bakery
Café, restaurant and catering at the
heart of the Teijo ironworks.

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

Café
Our café is located next to the top of
the historic Teijo blast furnace.
Our bakery’s homemade cakes,
pastries, and pizzas welcome
art-loving Masuuni visitors to stay a
little longer.
Our café is also available for meetings
and celebrations, or perhaps a cup of
coffee with your group.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Restaurant Teijon Arkki
A 60-seat lunch restaurant right by
the guest harbour of Teijo.
We serve tasty and versatile lunches
all year round. In the summer, we
are also open at night, serving the
delicacies of the Arkki á la carte
menu. Book our restaurant venue or
catering services for your own party!
We hope to see you soon!

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

Telakkatie 17 and 25, 25570 Teijo
tel. +358 (0)45 239 6414
teijocafebakery@gmail.com
www.teijocafebakery.fi
www.ravintolateijonarkki.fi

PellavaAkka/Vehkomäki Paula
Design

For children
& families

See &
experience

PellavaAkka Vehkomäki Paula Design
- head in the clouds, roots in the ground
PellavaAkka Paula Vehkomäki’s
top-quality linen and knitted outfits
are designed and manufactured by
hand in Finland, at PellavaAkka’s own
sewing shop in Tampere. Timeless linen
is equally perfect for party dresses
and everyday clothing – and it is
biodegradable.

Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

Our dress shop in the basement of Teijon
Masuuni offers PellavaAkka’s colourful
and unique knitted and linen outfits
for individual and vibrant women. You
can also order a dress just for you, be it
for a celebration or everyday life! Our
new product, cotton knit Pauliina, fits
every shape and form. Welcome to our
shop – whether you come alone, with
a friend, or with a larger group, we are
happy to serve you!

Live &
enjoy

Teijon Masuuni
Telakkatie 17, 25570 Teijo
tel. +358 (0)50 305 1466
paula.vehkomaki@vehkomaki.fi
www.vehkomaki.fi
VisitSalo.fi
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Kirjakkala
ironworks village
Kirjakkala is located close
to the trail network
of Teijo National Park
and is situated perfectly
between
two lakes and the sea.
The log buildings
of Kirjakkala ironworks village
date back to the
19th century,
and they have been
restored to their
original state.
Teijo National Park offers
a fantastic setting with
its trails,
mushrooms and berries,
beaches, and
campfire sites.

A TIP FOR TEIJO NATIONAL PARK
Onnelannummi trail 4 km / 1.5–2.5 hours
The trail starts near the Kirjakkala village. After less than a one-kilometre
walk, the Onnelannummi pine heath opens up. There is a reservable
camping site that has been built for groups. Signs lead you from
Onnelannummi to the Lake Hamarinjärvi campfire site, which is a perfect
place to take a break and admire the peace and quiet of Lake Hamarinjärvi.
The beautiful trail runs close to the water, but the most spectacular scenery
opens up from the Nikkakallio rock viewpoint.
For more tips, see www.visitsalo.fi/retkelleluontoon (in Finnish)
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Lake-Salo &
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Markets &
events
Eat & sleep
For children
& families
Live &
enjoy

Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

COME FOR AN ACTIVE HOLIDAY OR FOR RELAXATION in the idyllic 18th and
19th century Kirjakkala ironworks village in Teijo National Park.
We offer accommodation, meeting and sauna services, and an outdoor and
paddling centre. We are located right by Lake Hamarinjärvi, close to the hiking
trails.
Kirjakkala ironworks village / Extreme Fun • Hamarinjärventie 62, 25570 Teijo
tel. +358 (0)40 522 6325 • Reception: tel. +358 (0)40 526 9082
schneiderkai9@gmail.com • asiakaspalvelu@ruukkikyla.fi
www.ruukkikyla.fi • www.extremefun.org

See &
experience

Kirjakkala ironworks village / Extreme Fun

VisitSalo.fi
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Restaurant Teijon Arkki

+358 (0)45 239 6414
www.ravintolateijonarkki.fi
Lunch restaurant, á la carte, catering

6.

Teijo Blacksmith’s Workshop

7.

Teijo village sauna

8.

9.

+358(0)45 310 4251
www.teijonpaja.fi

+358 (0)2 736 6160
www.teijo.fi
Teijo Village Association's village
sauna open to all visitors

Teijon Masuuni

+358 (0)40 482 2224
www.teijonmasuuni.fi
Art exhibitions in the gallery, an art
and handicraft shop, a café, and
offices and shops of local artisans.
Hostel-style accommodation at the
Masuuni inn.

Teijo Cafe & Bakery

+358 (0)45 239 6414
www.teijocafebakery.fi
Bakery and café, catering services

10. Helmivene

+358 (0)40 558 1760
www.helmivene.fi

11. PellavaAkka

+358 (0)50 305 1466
www.vehkomaki.fi

12. Masuuni Inn

+358 (0)404 822 224
majatalo@teijonmasuuni.fi

13. Cultural Centre Kulttuurimeijeri
+358 (0)40 329 3750
www.cameracagliostro.com

14. Pajakulta

+358 (0)40 098 8269
www.pajakulta.fi

15. Teijo Manor

Guided tours for groups
+358(0)2 736 6470

16. Teijo Church

www.salonseurakunta.fi

17. Teijo Village Store

+358 (0)2 736 6160
Grocery store, Crocs-shop, café,
fishing net markers

+358 (0)44 516 7390
www.meriteijo.fi
Winter: Ski resort, snowland for
children, ski shop, restaurant-café.
Summer: Gravity racing, paintball,
cycling

22. Meri-Ruukki Holiday Village
+358 (0)40 087 2172
www.meri-ruukki.fi
Accommodation, seaside sauna
available for booking

23. Mathildan Marina

+358 (0)2 250 2432 / (0)40 592 0461
www.mathildanmarina.fi
Restaurant, café, shop, guest
harbour, conference venues,
reservable saunas, outdoor sports
equipment, fuel sales

24. Restaurant Ruukin Krouvi
+358 (0)2 735 0220
www.ruukinkrouvi.fi
Á la carte restaurant, pizzas

25. Hotel & Café Mathildedal
+358 (0)50 354 2487
www.mathildedal.fi
Hotel, café, conference centre,
culture and nature programme
services

26. Mathildedal Summer Theatre
+358 (0)44 052 0260
www.teatteriprovinssi.fi

33. B&B Sypressi

+358 (0)40 718 7486
www.sypressi.fi
Home accommodation, catering

35. Matilda Manor

+358 (0)40 507 3563
www.kylapanimo.fi
Craft beer. See the beer selection
and buy village beers at the close-by
Village shop.

+358 (0)50 302 6680
www.matildankartano.fi
Sourdough bakery, restaurant and
shop. Featuring the entire beer
selection of the Village Brewery.

36. Village Restaurant & Village
Roastery Terho

+358(0)2 736 3801 / (0)50 345 8500
www.ravintolaterho.fi

37. Accommodation Ratsutalon
yksiöt

+358(0)2 736 3801 / (0)50 345 8500
www.ravintolaterho.fi/ratsutalot

38. Matildan VIP Holiday Cottages
+358 (0)45 126 5464
www.matilda-vip.ru
Matildan VIP Holiday Cottages,
cottage accommodation, fishing

39. Matilda House

+358 (0)40 582 8882
www.matilda-talo.fi
Venue for parties and events, dance
pavilion

40. PetriS Chocolate & B&B

28. Alpaca shop
Ruukin Kehräämö ja Puoti

41. Village House Punaportti

+358 (0)44 372 1813
www.ruukinkehraamo.fi
Specialty shop for alpaca knitwear and
yarn, lifestyle boutique, mini mills
services

29. Weaving Mill Ruukin kutomo

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

34. Mathildedal Village Brewery

27. Mathildedal Ironworks

www.mathildedal.fi
Hotel, café, shops, restaurant, art
and history exhibitions, events,
summer theatre

Manor estates
& excursions

21. Teijo Ski Resort, Teijo
Action Park, Teijo Hiking &
Bike, Meri-Teijo Bike Park

32. Mathildedal Swimming Beach

Särkisalo &
the sea

+358 (0)44 981 9993
www.villaseaview.fi

+358 (0)2 736 3955
www.meriteijogolf.com
Golf course, restaurant, conferences

+358 (0)40 754 5177
www.secondchance.fi
Finnish women's and children's
clothing and accessories.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

5.

Ruukki Graveyard
Villa Seaview

20. Meri-Teijo Golf

31. Second Chance

+358 (0)40 685 5111
www.petris.fi
Café, chocolate room,
accommodation.

Punaportintie 163
+358 (0)40 361 5336
www.teijo.fi

Teijo National Park
www.luontoon.fi/teijo

+358 (0)44 060 7691
www.mathildedal.fi/shops
Scarves and shawls from alpaca
wool. Linen towels, rag rugs etc.

Live &
enjoy

3.
4.

+358 (0)40 583 1253
www.teijonkammari.fi
Accommodation services

Markets &
events

19. Guesthouse Teijon Kammari

+358 (0)40 526 9082
www.ruukkikyla.fi
+358 (0)40 522 6325
www.extremefun.org
Paddling services, nature experiences

+358 (0)400 561 358
www.mathildedal.fi/shops
Antiquities, charming tableware,
restored furniture

Eat & sleep

Kirjakkala Ironworks Village
Extreme Fun

30. Antique Store Huldan Puoti

See &
experience

2.

Sahajärvi / Totti nature trail
+358(0)206 39 4700
www.luontoon.fi

For children
& families

18. Metsähallitus

+358(0)50 370 6342 / (0)50 370 6334
Recreational fishing

Shop &
decorate

Lohenrengas

Meet &
celebrate

1.

VisitSalo.fi
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Manor estates
&
excursions

Travel back in time – visit manor estates,
ironworks facilities and museums.
Our guided tours take you to many unique attractions.

Wiurila Manor
Wiurila Manor, owned by the Armfelt family since 1787, is one of the
most important manor estates and most impressive cultural milieus in
Finland. Wiurila is a unique destination for anyone, local or foreign,
who wants to experience manor life, enjoy a relaxed atmosphere, and
be inspired by art, culture, and nature. Wiurila offers food and drinks,
accommodation, conferences, events, art exhibitions, and golf in the
summertime, along with museum visits for individual visitors and
groups alike.
Wiurilan Kartano, Viurilantie 126, 24910 Halikko
tel. +358 (0)44 555 5458
anneaminoff@wiurilankartano.fi
www.wiurilankartano.fi
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Wiurila Manor museums

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

The magnificent agricultural and
domestic building designed by C.L.
Engel now hosts Wiurila’s fascinating
Home and Horse Carriage museums,
which take you on a unique journey
back in time exploring the history of
the manor and the Armfelt family’s
life there.

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

The Home Museum displays everyday
items that were once used at Wiurila
as early as in the 19th century.
The collection includes dresses,
accessories, furniture, tableware,
toys, tools, pictures, and information
on the persons and families who
have lived in the manor.

See &
experience

The Horse Carriage Museum displays
carriages acquired from several local
manors, and the oldest date back
all the way to the 18th century. The
collection includes 19 carriages and
7 sleighs, ranging from small pony
carriages to larger ones drawn by a
team of horses.

For children
& families

In addition, the museum showcases
miniature versions of the manor’s old
forge and wood workshop.

Shop &
decorate

The museums are open for visitors in
the summertime. Admission fee is
6 €/person.

Meet &
celebrate

Museum tours are organised for
groups from April to October. The
duration of a guided tour is 45
min, and the admission fee of 9 €/
person includes the guide services
and entrance to the museums. The
minimum group size is 10 persons.

Live &
enjoy

Wiurilan Kartano
Viurilantie 126, 24910 Halikko
tel. +358 (0)44 555 5458
anneaminoff@wiurilankartano.fi
www.wiurilankartano.fi
VisitSalo.fi
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GROUP EXCURSIONS 2020
Are you planning a one-day trip, a
stay of several days, or some other
event in Salo? We have a range
of pre-planned recommendations
for smaller and larger groups alike,
and we are happy to put together
an individual excursion package
according to your wishes. Contact
us for a recommendation!

TASTY TRIP TO THE COUNTRYSIDE
Salo is one the most important agricultural municipalities in Finland, and it is known
as the Finnish breadbasket. During this culinary excursion, we get to visit farms of
local producers, taste local delicacies, hear stories about the countryside, and glance
behind the scenes at local farms. The tour starts at the Mathildedal ironworks facility,
where local archipelago bread with coffee from the Village Roastery Terho is served.
We learn about the history of the Mathildedal ironworks village and visit the historic
exhibition. In Mathildedal Manor, the Village Baker makes artisan sourdough bread.
The Village Baker explains the production of sourdough bread, and all participants
get a loaf as a souvenir. The bakery also sells the Village Brewery’s beers. The Lepola
cider farm and Meritalo jam and juice farm produce jams, juices and jellies, along
with the Lepola Drinks apple cider, from Finnish berries and fruit. At Kirakka turkey
farm, we learn about responsible animal care and turkey production. We visit the
Veljesten Kurkut farm, where the farmers grow cucumber on open fields and turn
them into pickles through fermentation. The excursion ends with a magnificent dinner in Kalliolaakso Castle.
Group size
Time
Languages
Duration
Price

Minimum 40 persons
All year round
Finnish, English
6h
79 €/person including breakfast coffee, souvenir bread, dinner,
tastings and programme. Additional fee of 2 €/person for special
dietary requirements.
Reservations Hotel Mathildedal/Ruukkimatkailu Oy, info@mathildedal.fi,
tel. +358 (0)50 354 2487, www.mathildedal.fi
The excursion includes several shopping opportunities in destinations such as
the castle boutique at Kalliolaakso, artisan shops in Mathildedal, the alpaca mill,
Ruukin Kutomo, Finnish clothing manufacturer Second Change, Kirakka turkey
farm, Veljesten Kurkut farm, and Meritalo jams.

MUSEUM TOUR AT WIURILA MANOR
The magnificent agricultural and domestic building designed by C.L. Engel now
hosts Wiurila’s fascinating Home and Horse Carriage museums. A display of
everyday manor items: dresses, furniture, tableware, toys, tools and magnificent
vehicles from as early as the 18th century. In addition, the museum showcases
miniature versions of the manor’s old forge and wood workshop.
Group size Minimum 10 persons
Time
April–October
Languages Finnish, Swedish, English
Duration
45 min
Price
9 €/person, including guide services and entrance to the museums
Reservations Wiurila Manor, tel. +358 (0)44 555 5458, www.wiurilankartano.fi
The tour of the Wiurila Manor can be combined with a visit to the medieval
stone church in Halikko and the tombs of noblemen.
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IN THE STEPS OF IRONWORKS TYCOONS – HISTORY AND
CULTURE AT TEIJO IRONWORKS

Markets &
events

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

The unique historical ironworks milieu of Teijo, situated by the sea next to Teijo
National Park, takes visitors almost 300 years back in time. The Teijo ironworks
facility was established in 1686. This tour takes us to Teijo Manor, which is considered to be the most beautiful rococo-style manor in Finland, to Teijo Church –
the smallest stone church in Finland – and to the exhibitions and artisan shops of
Teijon Masuuni. Teijon Masuuni marks the first stages of Finnish industrialisation:
this landmark of the old ironworks area hides the old red-brick blast furnace from
1801, which has been preserved as an impressive memorial of the ironworks era.
The tour is topped off with treats in the café of Teijon Masuuni, or with a buffet
lunch in Restaurant Teijon Arkki.
Group size
Time
Languages
Duration
Price

For children
& families

See &
experience

Eat & sleep

Minimum 20 persons
All year round
Finnish
3h
Price 28 €/person with coffee, 34 €/person with lunch.
The price includes coffee and a sweet or savoury pastry or
alternatively a buffet lunch, guide services at Teijo Manor and
Teijo Church, and entrance to the art exhibitions of Teijon Masuuni.
Reservations Teijon Masuuni, myynti@teijonmasuuni.fi,
tel. +358 (0)500 476 406, www.teijonmasuuni.fi
The tour includes a possibility to explore the ironworks area independently or
shop in the boutiques of Teijon Masuuni, including an art and handicraft shop,
PellavaAkka dress store, and Helmivene specialty store for alpaca products.
An example of places worth visiting is the old ironworks graveyard featuring
a crypt and the tombs of members of the Bremer family.

VILLAGE BREWERY’S BEERS AND VILLAGE BAKER’S
SOURDOUGH BREAD

Live &
enjoy

Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

In Mathildedal ironworks village, artisans put their heart and soul into making
exquisite beer and sourdough bread. See one of the smallest breweries in Finland,
guided by the brewer himself, and learn how the brewery was born. The Village
Baker of Mathildedal bakes traditional sourdough bread in the main building of
Mathildedal Manor, and you get to hear about the principles of sourdough baking.
You will also learn about the history and charming milieu of Mathildedal Manor.
Group size
Minimum 20, maximum 40 persons
Time
February–October
Languages
Finnish, English
Duration
1,5 h
Price
25 €/person including a beer sample at Village Brewery and
Village Baker's souvenir bread. Shopping possibilities at the
Village Brewery’s beer shop and Mathildedal Manor.
Reservations Mathildedal Manor, tel. +358 (0)50 302 6680,
info@matildankartano.fi, www.matildankartano.fi
VisitSalo.fi
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CHOCOLATE AND SEA – PLEASURES OF MATHILDEDAL

The ironworks village of Mathildedal is a picturesque ironworks village by the sea
near Teijo National Park, with a strong sense of history and culture. The idyllic
village holds artisan boutiques, small cafés and restaurants, and accommodation
choices that all complement one another. Come with your own transport. The
charming PetriS Chocolate is located in the old Mathildedal village school, right
next to Lake Matildanjärvi. Enjoy a chocolate tasting plate that introduces you
to the world of handmade chocolate delicacies. Continue on foot (1 km) or with
your own transport through the village, along Finland’s longest oak alley, toward
the seashore. See the village independently and top the experience off with a
buffet lunch in Mathildan Marina.
Group size
Time
Languages
Duration
Price

Minimum 20 persons
All year round
Finnish, English
2,5 h
24 €/person on weekends 36 €/person including the chocolate
tasting plate with coffee and the buffet lunch (Sat–Sun
archipelago-style brunch). Visit the village of Mathildedal
independently.
Reservations: Mathildan Marina, info@mathildanmarina.fi,
tel. +358 (0)2 2502 432, www.mathildanmarina.fi
For extra fee A guided historical tour of the Mathildedal ironworks, a guided visit
to the alpaca spinning mill in Mathildedal, and a guided manor and church tour
in Teijo ironworks village.

LOOKING FOR THE LADY
Join us for an age-friendly historical journey in the cultural landscape of the
Perniönjoki river. The area is known for its manors and abundant prehistoric value.
On this tour, we learn about the mysterious lady of Yliskylä in Perniö, and track the
making of a miniature doll wearing the oldest folk dress in Finland in an authentic
environment. We start off by toasting to our hunt at the Lehmiranta Holiday
Centre. Our other destinations are the red wooden church of Yliskylä and the idyllic
Gallery Levola, where we enjoy a cup of coffee and, on tours in the exhibition
season, visit the exhibition.
Group size
Minimum 12 persons
Time
All year round
Languages
Finnish
Duration
3 tuntia
Price
26 €/person including guide services, the start-off drink,
admissions and coffee.
Reservations: Lehmiranta Holiday Centre, lehmiranta@elakeliitto.fi,
tel. +358 (0)40 727 5377, www.lehmiranta.fi
The programme can be complemented with a buffet meal at Lehmiranta, a spa
visit or overnight stay for the entire group. Possibility to shop at Café Amanda.
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ARCHIPELAGO TOUR IN SÄRKISALO

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Surrounded by the sea, Särkisalo offers a magnificent archipelago scenery, charming village milieus, and fascinating stories about shipbuilding, steamships, and
mining work. The guided tour takes you to a beautiful archipelago-style wooden
church, a marina near Särkisalo’s historical limestone mine, and on a short ferry
ride to the island of Pettu, where you can admire the archipelago-style Pettu
Manor and see the seasonal exhibition and artwork of Helena Sundberg.
Group size
Time
Languages
Duration
Price

Markets &
events

Minimum 20 persons
May–September
Finnish, Swedish
4h
38 €/person including soup lunch, coffee and a pastry, and
guide services.
Reservations: info@karlforsstrom.fi,tel. +358 (0)40 828 3721

Eat & sleep

You can buy organic vegetables, local products, and art in the boutique of
Pettu Manor.

ARTISAN VILLAGE TOUR IN MATHILDEDAL

For children
& families

See &
experience

See the ironworks village of Mathildedal with its red ochre houses, manor milieu
and old factory buildings, located right by the sea and in the middle of beautiful
nature. To start the tour, we hear about the history of the Mathildedal ironworks
and enjoy a brunch plate with coffee. We taste handmade chocolate at PetriS
Chocolate, Village Brewery’s beer or local cider, or a cup of coffee from the
Village Roastery. We visit Village Baker at Mathildedal Manor and stop at Village
Restaurant Terho. We learn how an alpaca spinning mill works and see the charming alpacas of Mathildedal.
Group size
Time
Languages
Duration
Price

Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

Minimum 20, maximum 35 persons
March–December 2020
Finnish, Swedish, English
4h
64 €/person including a brunch plate with coffee, a chocolate
sample with coffee, a souvenir sourdough bread, and a beer,
cider or specialty coffee tasting. Shopping possibilities.
Reservations: Ruukkimatkailu Oy, tel. +358 (0)50 354 2487,
info@mathildedal.fi, www.mathildedal.fi

Live &
enjoy

For detailed tour programme and specifications see
the companies’ own websites.
VisitSalo.fi
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THURSDAY TOURS 2020
at 3:00pm–6:30pm
Join us for a bus tour around Salo. With a guide, you will hear all the best
stories and see and experience more. You will also get to visit attractions
that are only open on reservation and for larger groups.
11 June
FAMILIAR LOCKS FROM KIMITOÖN
We head out to Kimitoön and visit Finland’s only lock museum in Björkboda,
where we learn about the long history of lock making. The museum also
includes a furnished workman’s dwelling from the 1970s. We visit Storfinnhova
Gård featuring an underground granite smoke sauna that has been named
the best sauna in Finland. We enjoy a cup of coffee before heading back to
Salo.
Price 28€ /person
25 June
PETTU, ISLAND OF SECRETS
Salo is a seaside city, and on this excursion you get to enjoy the maritime
summer atmosphere in Särkisalo. The tour takes us through the cultural
landscape of Perniö and on a short ferry ride to the lush green island of Pettu,
which is in a very natural state and, at the same time, a popular summer
attraction. The island is famous for its versatile and unique range of tree
species. We visit Pettu Manor and the manor boutique and have a cup of
coffee in the summer café.
Price 28 €/person
9 July
IRONWORKS TRIP TO KÄRKELÄ IN KISKO
Our destination is Kärkelä, a milieu filled with little red houses, on the eastern
side of Salo. During the tour, we learn about the ironworks and manor life
in the olden days, as well as about life in the area today. We visit the Kärkelä
Carriage Museum, where we also have a cup of coffee.
Price 28 €/person
23 July
BEST DAY EVER
Come and see where you could spend the best day of your life. Alkumaa is a
place where visitors can experience dreams and fairy tales with all their senses.
The environment is an authentic farm focusing on milk production. In Alkumaa,
children can take part in everyday farm activities, have adventures in magical
forests and, of course, pet and scratch different animals. For adults, Alkumaa
offers courses, work-related well-being days, and much more. Alkumaa offers
experiences with a capital E. The tour is perfect for children and adults alike. You
will be rewarded with lovely memories and the joy of personal accomplishments.
Price 28 €/person
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Lake-Salo &
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5 August
SECRET LANDSCAPES OF EASTERN SALO
You can find a treasure in the fountain of Kultalähde, but first, you must
find the fountain itself. Join us for a treasure hunt around Hyyppäräharju
in Kiikala. We will lead you deep into the forest, but also to the vast open
area of the Kiikala Flight Centre. Did you know that we have our very own
airfield in Salo? Wear proper shoes for this tour, as the path can be slippery
and demanding. Participants will be served a cup of coffee, but you may
also bring your own snacks. Challenging terrain. Please note: the tour day is
Wednesday and we start at 2:00pm, as the tour is longer than the normal
Thursday tours.
Price 25 €/person

See &
experience

Eat & sleep

20 August
WRAPPED IN VINE
Over the course of time, Uskelanjoki river has served many purposes. In the
future, could the banks be covered with vine as they are along the river Rhein?
Ville Salmi’s vineyard is a perfect example of fresh entrepreneurship and bold
experiments. So far, the farm does not produce wines for us to taste, but we
do get some great tips for growing delicious grapes in our own gardens. The
tour includes also a coffee service.
Challenging terrain.
Price 28 €/person
The tour prices include bus transportation with Salon Tilausmatkat, guide
services, a coffee break during the tour, and the entrance fees.

For children
& families

Departures at 3:00pm. Departure point is in front of Kulttuuritalo Kiva
(Horninkatu 21).
Sign up
no later than by 4:00pm on the tour week Monday at VisitSalo.fi

Shop &
decorate

Further information
www.facebook.com/Saloguides/
E-mail torstairetket@gmail.com
Phone +358 (0)44 331 2044 / Salon Oppaat ry

Live &
enjoy

Meet &
celebrate

The tours are carried out if at least 25 persons have signed up for them in
advance. These tours are organised jointly with the City of Salo.

VisitSalo.fi
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Salon Oppaat guide association invites you on guided tours
Reservations and customised tours
Salon Oppaat ry / Salo and Kimitoön
tel. +358 (0)44 331 2044
saloguides@gmail.com
www.salonoppaatkemionsaari.fi
The local guides have a lot of knowledge about the sights, past and
present of the area, and many fascinating stories to tell. Our qualified and
multilingual guides are authorised by the Finnish Guide Association.
Saloguides Take a guide – experience more!

Saloguides

GROUP EXCURSIONS 2020
TEIJO IRONWORKS VILLAGES
There are three charming ironworks villages on the eastern shore of Halikonlahti
Bay. Our route takes us through Kirjakkala to Teijo. Finland’s smallest stone-built
church opens its doors for visitors, and the local shops offer handmade topquality items. After Teijo we arrive in Mathildedal, the ironworks village of
artisan enterprises. This tour offers access to a variety of restaurants and many
lovely cafés with their delicious treats. Price 38 €/person (min. 25 persons)
SECRETS OF THE ARCHIPELAGO
This tour takes us around the maritime landscape, village community and
magnificent nature of Särkisalo, known for its abundant fishing waters. We
move from the mainland to the island of Särkisalo and visit a small archipelagostyle church. We continue via the island of Niksaari along a causeway to the
Ulkoluoto island, from where we take a ferry to admire the versatile nature on
the island of Pettu. We visit Pettu Manor and have a soup lunch/coffee. On our
way back, we visit Förby Marina and hear the story of the historic, yet still
functional limestone mine. Price 38 €/person (min. 25 persons)
A PRESIDENTIAL SMALL TOWN
This city sightseeing tour takes you around the home city of the President of
Finland, Sauli Niinistö. On the tour, you will learn how the Niinistö family’s
fourth child became a deputy judge, father, a member of the parliament, a
European economic force, the speaker of the Parliament, and the 12th President of the Republic of Finland. The tour will introduce you to places that Niinistö himself would be happy to show his guests. There are several suitable
places for a coffee break along the way. Price 10 €/person (min. 25 persons)
We reserve the right to changes. The tour prices include guide services in Finnish or
Swedish. The tours take place in a private bus reserved for the group.
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The departure point is the parking area of the Halikonlahti bird trail on
Satamakatu before the Vuohensaari bridge. Departure at 6:00pm.

4 July Along the river to the sea

Start at the City Hall front door, Tehdaskatu 2, Salo

18 July Walk along the birch alley

PL 123, 24101 Salo
tel. +358 (0)400 333 0007
+358 (0)40 543 3413
info@salontilausmatkat.fi
www.salontilausmatkat.fi

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

17 June Accessible trip to Halikonlahti Bay

Travel comfortably on our charter
buses seating 16, 19, 22, 29, 51
or 59 persons. Buses equipped
for disabled passengers are also
available. Visit our website for more
information on our versatile bus
services.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

The guided walking tours will take you to interesting sights and treat you to
fascinating stories along the way.
The tours start at 11:00am and last for approximately 2 h 15 min. The
starting point is specified for each tour. The tour language is Finnish. Coffee
service is included in each tour.

Salon Tilausmatkat Oy

Markets &
events

SATURDAY STROLLS 2020

Eat & sleep

Armfelt statue, Sähkökuja, Halikko

1 August Kisko village road

Kisko Church, Kirkonkyläntie 31, Kisko

15 August Salo graveyard
See &
experience

Haukkalankatu 2, Salo

Departure at 11:00am, except for the trip to the Timali bird-watching tower
at Halikonlahti Bay that starts at 6:00pm.

For children
& families

Duration of the walks is around 2–2.5 h, and the price 10 € includes coffee
service.
Hinta 10 €/adult, children 4–12 y 5 €
Enquiries Salon Oppaat ry, tel. +358 (0)44 331 2044
https://www.facebook.com/Saloguides/
is a traditional full-service
travel agency with services including
flight and cruise tickets, hotels, visas,
holidays, business trips, and group
travel.

Meet &
celebrate

Share your holiday dream with us
and we will make it happen!

Live &
enjoy

Turuntie 6,
visiting address Asemakatu 8,
24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 731 6316
info@salonmatkatoimisto.fi
www.salonmatkatoimisto.fi
VisitSalo.fi

Shop &
decorate

Salon Matkatoimisto Oy
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LOCAL
RECOMMENDATIONS
IN SALO
Since tourists usually put a lot of
weight on peer recommendations,
we compiled a list of some of the
local residents’ favourite places in
Salo. We hope you will find these
destinations as inspiring as we do!
Join us for an adventure in Salo!

The most magnificent nature trails for different seasons
• Spring: Vaisakko Nature Reserve www.luontoon.fi/vaisakko
• Summer: Salo-Lehmijärvi-Teijo National Park/Kirjakkala ironworks village
hiking trail www.salo.fi/retkeilykohteet
• Autumn: Lake Sahajärvi trail in Teijo National Park and crossing
Lake Sahajärvi with a rope-pulled ferry www.luontoon.fi/teijo/		
reittikuvaukset#sahajarvi
• Winter: Lake Matildanjärvi trail on the southern part of Teijo National Park
www.luontoon.fi/teijo/reittikuvaukset#matildanjarvi

Heaven for bird watchers
• Lake Aneriojärvi nature trail, Suomusjärvi
• Nature trail and bird-watching tower at Halikonlahti Bay, Salo

Best local food
• Restaurant Salon Seurahuone, Salo www.salonseurahuone.fi
• Bakery-restaurant in Mathildedal Manor, Mathildedal
www.matildankartano.fi
• Rikala Bar&Grill, Salo www.raflaamo.fi
• Restaurant Kastu, Salo www.ravintolakastu.fi

Ice cream stands
• Ice cream stands at Salo Marketplace
• Vuorovetten jäätelökioski, Strömma Canal, Salo
• Viettelysten vaunu ice cream cart, Mathildedal
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Cycling in Salo

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

• Coastal Route www.rannikkoreitti.fi from Salo via Lake Lehmijärvi (13 km)
to the ironworks villages of Teijo (around 18 km) and to Teijo National
Park (around 25 km). The route continues from Strömma Canal (34 km) to
Kemitoön.

The most beautiful roadside churches in Salo www.tiekirkot.fi

Markets &
events

• Medieval stone church of Halikko www.salonseurakunta.fi
• Medieval church of St. Lawrence in Perniö www.salonseurakunta.fi
• Smallest stone church in Finland – the stone church of Teijo
www.salonseurakunta.fi

Seaview terraces

Eat & sleep

• Café Vuohensaari, Salo www.vuohensaari.fi
• Cafe Vinssi, Särkisalo www.cafevinssi.fi
• Summer terrace of Mathildan Marina, Mathildedal
www.mathildanmarina.fi

Summer cafés that sell farm products
See &
experience

• Summer café at Koski Manor and the farm’s meat store
Koski as http://koskis.fi/kahvila-lihakauppa/
• Pettu Manor and organic farm shop, Pettu, Särkisalo www.petunkartano.fi

Souvenir shops with something for everyone

For children
& families

• Design Hill, Halikko www.designhill.fi
• Muurla Design, www.muurla.com
• Café Mathildedal, www.mathildedal.fi

Minigolf courses

Shop &
decorate

• Vuohensaari, Salo www.vuohensaari.fi
• Salo Golf, Salo www.salogolf.fi/salo-golf-minigolf

Country destinations

Meet &
celebrate

• Visits to the Koski Manor farm, www.koskis.fi
• Jusala Farm, Suomusjärvi www.landelle.fi
• Leipyöli Farm, Perniö www.leipyoli.com

Bakeries

Live &
enjoy

• Bakery Kuiron leipomo, Salo www.kuironleipomo.fi
• Mathildedal’s Village Baker, Mathildedal www.matildankartano.fi

VisitSalo.fi
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Särkisalo
&
the sea

Särkisalo is a beautiful archipelago township in southern Salo.
Over the centuries, Särkisalo has lived off fishing and seafaring,
and the limestone mine has also brought prosperity to the area.
Even today, people are drawn to the area by the unique seaside
nature, fish-rich waters, and versatile services of Särkisalo.
Särkisalo offers a vast range of recreational opportunities and
also services for companies. Särkisalo features different-level
cabin accommodation all year round, cafés and restaurants for
all tastes, unique banquet venues and functional conference
services, a shop, marina services and boat and bicycle rentals.
In addition to nature experiences, Särkisalo also offers different
events, fishing opportunities, and culture for visitors of all ages.
Welcome to seaside Särkisalo!

Villa Nennebo

Nennebo is located in the eastern Turunmaa archipelago on the island of
Pettu in Särkisalo. Nennebo features two villas, namely the main building Villa
Nennebo and the guesthouse/cabin Lilla Nennebo. The island of Pettu is wellknown for its lush greenness and clean, fish-rich waters. Villa Nennebo offers
an opportunity to experience the old archipelago atmosphere and enjoy the
magnificent sea view from your own terrace, as well as from the living room
windows of both villas. Enjoy the time-old steams of our traditional sauna and
take a dip in the clear Baltic Sea from our own beach. We have no problems
with blue-green algae on Pettu Island. At the Nennebo shore, the maximum
draught for boats is 1.5 metres. We also have a two-boat boathouse that can
be accessed even with a larger boat. There is room for 14 guests at Nennebo
plus 2–4 spare beds.
Eteläkärjentie 461, 25640 Förby
eero.kitinoja@fimnet.fi, www.villanennebo.fi
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Restaurant Tiiranta

Särkisalo &
the sea

Located in the centre of Särkisalo,
right by the marina, Tiiranta is a
sunny café-restaurant (A-licence) and
a versatile village shop. In addition to
groceries, coffee and food, Tiiranta’s
services include a post office,
Veikkaus gaming, a catering service,
and rental boats. The facilities also
include a shower and a washing
machine.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

The shop carries products of
nearby farmers, especially in the
summertime. If you wish, you can
also order a food delivery to your
home. We deliver to the SärkisaloFörby-Niksaari-Ulkoluoto area.

Markets &
events

The restaurant menu consists of
seasonal courses made primarily
from locally produced ingredients.

Eat & sleep

Lunch is served Mon–Fri
at 11:00am–2:00pm.

See &
experience

Tiiranta manages the Niksaari sauna
owned by the City of Salo. The
sauna can be rented for private use.
When you book the sauna, you can
also order food and drinks from us.

For children
& families

Tiiranta hosts events throughout the
year. Our programme nights include
karaoke, quizzes, troubadours, and
much more.

Shop &
decorate

Tiiranta also has a guest dock
for visitors. Seasonal berths are
managed by: www.merihuolto.fi
tel. +358 (0)2 732 3307
We hope to see you soon!

Meet &
celebrate

Tiiranta Oy
Tiirantie 1
25630 Särkisalo
tel. +358 (0)2 732 4563

Live &
enjoy

info@tiiranta.fi
www.tiiranta.fi

VisitSalo.fi
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Archipelago Restaurant Nixor

Ylöstalo Seaside Cottages

Nixor is a feel-good terrace restaurant in the archipelago, right by the sea.
Located in Niksaari, on Särkisalo, this inviting log-built cottage has served as a
small-scale kiosk and café for decades. In the past few years, the facilities have
been extended and Nixor has been turned into a cosy summer destination
where you can have a meal and enjoy your evening. The location by the
bridge on the small Niksaari island is ideal: no matter where you look from the
terrace, you see a spectacular archipelago landscape and the glimmering sea.
On summer Saturdays, Nixor treats visitors to atmospheric evenings with live
music. Nixor has an A licence and the kitchen serves up tasty salads, hearty
hamburgers, spicy wings, and much more.

The Särkisalo island offers the perfect
holiday destination for families
in the summer. The location of
Ylöstalo Seaside Cottages also makes
them ideal for fishing enthusiasts.
Ylöstalo’s seaworthy rental boats
make it easy to explore the local
fishing waters.

Niksaarentie 340, 25640 Förby
tel. +358 (0)44 551 5555

Norrbyntie 135
25630 Särkisalo
tel. +358 (0)40 564 5676
www.ylostalo.fi

Förby Marina

Café Vinssi

Pettu Manor Café and Shop

N60°05,7'/E22°51,8'

N60°5’47.04”N/E22°51’54”

The sheltered Förby Marina
welcomes boats of all sizes. The
marina’s services include seasonal
berths, a guest dock, gas station,
a boat ramp, a café, a toilet,
a swimming area, water and waste
collection.

An inviting summer café and seaside
terrace. Serves fresh-made savoury
and sweet treats and specialty
coffees. The café also has an
A-licence.

A charming manor café with a
drinks licence on the island of Pettu.
Homemade soup and pastries at the
café. The manor shop sells organic
vegetables and local food and drink
items. We also offer cabins for rent.

Särkisalontie 1361
25640 Förby
tel. +358 (0)40 828 3721
www.forbymarina.fi

Irmer Stenbergin tie 20
25640 Förby
tel. +358 (0)50 516 4434
www.cafevinssi.fi
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Welcome to the Finnish archipelago!

Petuntie 396, 25640 Förby
tel. +358 (0)400 805 243
www.petunkartano.fi

fb Petun Kartanokahvila ja Puoti

karitawestberg

Länsitalo /
Holiday Cottage Koivula
Over 100 years old Koivula is a large
villa by the sea in Särkisalo’s beautiful
country setting. Despite its age,
the villa has been restored and it is
equipped with modern amenities.
There is a separate sauna on the
courtyard.
Länsitalontie 29
25630 Särkisalo
tel. +358 (0)400 523 516
katri.karimo@smail.fi
www.lansitalo.fi

See &
experience

Eat & sleep

Finnholm

An idyllic archipelago milieu by the sea
on the island of Pettu, a 5-minute ferry
ride from the mainland.
Book your holiday:
- Villa Lönnviken & seashore sauna
for 8 persons
- holiday apartment Lilla Lönnviken
for 4
- motor boats
- watercolour painting courses
tel. +358 (0)400 744 312
helena.sundberg@lonnviken.com
www.lonnviken.com
lonnviken

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates Teijo National Park &
& excursions
the ironworks villages

Finnholmenintie 80, 25640 Förby
tel. +358 (0)50 542 2558
k.westberg@ebaana.net
www.finnholm.net

Lönnviken

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Rental cottage Strandbo (6 persons)
with private beach, dock and rowing
boat on the western shore of the
island of Ulkoluoto. Road connection.
Available for rent all year round.
Direct sales of organic vegetables on
the farm in June–September.

Markets &
events

Finnholm

Kala-ToVi

Come fish with us! The beautiful
archipelago and its rich fishing
waters await you – join us for a
guided fishing trip! Book your
trip now and prepare for an
unforgettable fishing adventure.
Tight lines!

Memorable fishing excursions on
the Finnish Archipelago Sea all year
round.

Meet &
celebrate

Proficient in several languages, our
three-time fishing world record
holder will take you to the fishing
spots of your dreams.
tel. +358 (0)40 579 0179
info@kalatovi.fi
www.kalatovi.fi

Live &
enjoy

tel. +358 (0)44 512 9949
Pasi.naturalbornfishers@gmail.com
naturalbornfishers.com

Shop &
decorate

Naturalbornfishers.com

For children
& families

#VisitSalo
#VisitSärkisalo

VisitSalo.fi
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Förby Marina
www.forbymarina.fi
tel. +358 (0)40 828 3721

➐

Armonlaakso Fishing Village
www.armonlaakso.net
tel. +358 (0)400 535 292

➑

Archipelago Restaurant Nixor
www.ylostalo.fi/nixor
tel. +358 (0)44 551 5555

➒

Finnholm
www.finnholm.net
tel. +358 (0)50 542 2558

➓

Villa Lönnviken
www.lonnviken.com
tel. +358 (0)400 744 312

⓫

Villa Nennebo
www.villanennebo.fi
tel. +358 (0)400 412 610

⓬

Pettu Manor café and shop
www.petunkartano.fi
tel. +358 (0)400 805 243

⓭

Villa Solhaga
www.villasolhaga.fi

Katiskanmäki
cottage rental B&B
www.katiskanmaki.fi
tel. +358 (0)50 517 7759
Kala-ToVi
www.kalatovi.fi
tel. +358 (0)40 579 0179
Naturalbornfishers.com
tel. +358 (0)44 512 9949
Melontapalvelut Extreme Fun
www.extremefun.org
tel. +358 (0)40 522 6325

Manor estates Teijo National Park &
& excursions
the ironworks villages
Särkisalo &
the sea

➏

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Café Vinssi
www.cafevinssi.fi
tel. +358 (0)50 516 4434

Mathildedal

543
Förby

Markets &
events

➎

552

Did you know that Salo is situated right at the gate of the Archipelago Sea
and you can visit us even by boat? We have put together a list of the many
port services available around Salo. Next time set course for seaside Salo!
60°05,7', 22°51,8'
543 – Förby, Särkisalo
www.forbymarina.fi
Guest dock for day visits and
overnight stays. Seasonal berths.
Boat ramp. Fuel pump open 24 h,
septic tank emptying, waste
collection, toilet, water, electricity,
swimming area. Summer café Vinssi.
60°13,3', 22°54,1'
552 - Mathildedal Marina,
Mathildedal
www.mathildanmarina.fi/
vierasvenesatama
Guest dock for day visits and
overnight stays. Seasonal berths.
Boat ramp. Fuel pump open 24 h,
septic tank emptying, waste
collection, toilet, shower, sauna,
water, electricity. Restaurant/terrace,
hotel, bike rental, outdoor exercise
area, and the services of Mathildedal
ironworks village within 100 m.

60°21,7', 23°04,1'
558 – Vuohensaari, Salo
www.vuohensaari.fi
Guest dock for day visits and
overnight stays. Seasonal berths.
Boat ramp within 1 km. Waste
collection, toilet, water, electricity,
sauna. Camping area, café, B&B,
summer theatre, minigolf course,
nature trail, and services of Salo city
centre within 5 km.
60°23,3', 23°07,7'
561 – Salo city centre
Salonjoki River offers guest boat
slips for day visitors next to Salo
Marketplace. Boat ramp within 1 km.
The services of Salo city centre and
Salo Marketplace are just a stone’s
throw away.

60°19,1', 22°56,7'
564 – Kokkila, Halikko
Guest dock for day visitors. Seasonal
berths. Boat ramp. Ferry. Waste
collection, water, toilet, shower, and
sauna at the beach. Summer café/
terrace.
There are boat ramps also at the end of Kaninkolantie road in Vartsala, Halikko, in
the village of Teijo right by the boat dock, on the island of Algrundet in Särkisalo,
and in Finby Marina.
VisitSalo.fi
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Eat & sleep

Ylöstalo Seaside Cottages
& Villa Meri
www.ylostalo.fi
tel. +358 (0)40 564 5676

See &
experience

➍

For children
& families

Koivula Cottage in Länsitalo
www.lansitalo.fi
tel. +358 (0)400 523 516

564

Kokkila

Shop &
decorate

➌

Vuohensaari

558

Meet &
celebrate

Restaurant Tiiranta
www.tiiranta.fi
tel. +358 (0)2 732 4563

Salo city center

Live &
enjoy

➋

561

Särkisalon pienvensatama
www.merihuolto.fi
tel. +358 (0)2 732 3307

Ports in Salo

➊

Lake-Salo
&
the countryside

Lake-Salo consists of nostalgic rural landscapes only an hour’s
drive from Helsinki and Turku. Here, visitors are sure to find
authentic country experiences. In fact, more and more summer
residents and visitors fall in love with Lake-Salo's nature and
countryside and end up staying here permanently.
Lake-Salo is easy to reach, and there are good commuting
connections to the Helsinki region.
One hour from Helsinki and Turku!

Restaurant Lahnajärvi,
opens on 1 April 2020
The legendary Restaurant Lahnajärvi
is the first Finnish rest stop built for
motorists along the E18 motorway,
and it was initially completed for the
Helsinki Olympic Games of 1952.
Less than an hour’s drive from
Helsinki and Turku, this completely
renewed rest stop is set in a beautiful
lakeside location. In addition to café
products, we also serve lunch and á
la carte dishes.
Great food, a swimming
beach, conference venues and
accommodation.
Restaurant Lahnajärvi
Helsingintie 3276
25420 Salo
tel. +358 (0)500 444 303
Toimisto@ravintolalahnajarvi.fi
www.ravintolalahnajarvi.fi
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Lomalaperla.com
High-quality rental villas with a hot tub or jacuzzi in the village of Laperla, only one hour from Helsinki and Turku.
Our villas are fully equipped to guarantee you a stress-free holiday.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

We operate all year round and our hot tubs and jacuzzies are always at your disposal.
All our villas have their own privacy, but they are still within a walking distance from each other. Thanks to this
arrangement, our facilities are well-suited even for larger groups.
We appreciate our customers’ time and make sure that the villas and hot tubs are ready for your arrival.
You can find more information and photos of our villas and of local events on our website and Facebook page.

For children
& families

See &
experience

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

Laperla Oy
Kantolantie 18, 25410 Suomusjärvi
tel. +358 (0)40 559 8685
riku.vihervaara@laperla.fi
www.laperla.fi

Our kitchen prepares delicious food for every need, from traditional dinners
to wild parties. Our restaurant seats 80 persons comfortably, 100 if we
squeeze a little, and 120 for cocktail events.
In the summertime, our terrace up on the balcony offers a cosy additional
space.
Kitulantie 11, 25410 Suomusjärvi, tel. 0358 (0)44 971 5187
niina.malkia@siivila.fi, www.riihipesa.fi

Shop &
decorate

Riihipesä also provides impressive cakes and high-class catering services that
can be delivered to your home or summer house – all according to your
wishes.

Live music, miniature festivals
and other events in the charming
Riihipesä.
See our upcoming programme
on the Facebook page of Kitulan
kulttuuripysäkki.

Meet &
celebrate

A party and event venue filled with great atmosphere, good service and
delicious food, located with good connections in Suomusjärvi.

Culture stop
Kitulan kulttuuripysäkki

Kitulantie 11,
25410 Suomusjärvi
tel. +358 (0)44 569 3035
info@kulttuuripysakki.fi
www.kulttuuripysakki.fi
VisitSalo.fi

Live &
enjoy

Event venue Riihipesä
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SoundByNature Oy and
Studio Sanni Orasmaa
Feel-good moments and tours that
combine nature and sound.
Singing lessons and sound walks.
Instructor Sanni Orasmaa (MA)
brings nature close to you with
20 years of experience in natureoriented vocal and musical training.
Welcome to a nature singing
workshop in the ancient cultural
landscape of Suomusjärvi, or book a
tour for yourself or your group to a
nature destination of your choice in
the Salo area.
Our programme choices are equally
suited for individual enjoyment and
to support well-being at work.
More information and reservations:
www.soundbynature.com
tel. +358 (0)44 513 8321
info@soundbynature.com

Country day for kids

Isotalo Farm

Live like a farmer for a moment and
see the countryside...

A vibrant farm by the pristine
Lake Enäjärvi. Our apartments are
equipped with full amenities. Nature,
Highland cattle, alpacas, a llama, and
horses. A wood-burning sauna, a
grill shelter, boats, and fishing.

….see our cows
….watch carrots grow
….run in the field
….get your hands dirty
….taste our farm delicacies
www.landelle.fi
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Karjalohjantie 914
25410 Suomusjärvi
+358 (0)41 444 7682
isotalofarm@gmail.com
www.facebook.com

Manor estates Teijo National Park &
& excursions
the ironworks villages
Särkisalo &
the sea

There are two restored farmhouses
on the courtyard with full amenities,
providing room for six visitors plus
five more on extra beds.
Kurkelantie 437, 25460 Kisko
tel. +358 (0)440 828 682
iiro.teuri@koivusilta.fi
www.koivusilta.fi

Superior products from Ylivesä!
Delicious top-quality Hereford beef
directly from the farm.
Vilikkalantie 1410
25110 Kruusila
tel. +358 (0)44 538 6205
ylivesa@ylivesa.fi
www.ylivesa.fi

The inn offers a unique setting for a
wide variety of events. You can rent
the inn for your event, whether you
are having a workplace recreational
day, celebrating a birthday, attending
a family camp, or organising a
course.
Kalkkilantie 74
25110 Kruusila
tel. +358 (0)50 362 3710
info@ystavyydenmajatalo.fi
ystavyydenmajatalo.fi

A bird-watching tower and a
bird-watching shelter built using ancient techniques can be found along
the trail. The trail consists of two
parts: there is an approximately 1.2
kilometres long nature trail for hiking
on the shoreline of Lake Aneriojärvi,
and a 7-kilometre cycling route that
passes through the local farmlands.
VisitSalo.fi
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Meet &
celebrate

Ylivesä Organic Farm

Aneriojärvi
nature and culture trail
is located in Suomusjärvi, near the
township of Kitula. The nature trail
goes mostly on duckboards, as the
area is prone to flooding.

Live &
enjoy

Ystävyyden Majatalo

Shop &
decorate

For children
& families

See &
experience

Eat & sleep

Kalkkilantie 5
25110 Salo
+358 (0)44 027 5644
kirsi.orpana@laaksosetoy.fi
www.topuli.fi

In Louhela, visitors can feel the
authentic peace and quiet of a small
farm village and experience life in
the midst of well-maintained cultural
landscapes and buildings.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

With its unique country milieu and
versatile facilities, Villa Topuli is the
perfect place for different events and
family celebrations. In the summer,
Villa Topuli also has a summer café
open for visitors. Welcome!

Louhela

Markets &
events

Villa Topuli

The best marketplace in Finland – Salo Marketplace – is a busy
and popular place in the summer.

Markets
&
events

The marketplace is a public living room, and the marketplace
cafés are a must stop for people of all ages – both for the
locals and visitors. In addition to the actual market days, the
marketplace hosts many different events, such as the popular and
famous evening markets on summer Thursdays from June till the
end of August. The evening markets feature Finnish performing
artists, trade stalls, pancake cafés, second-hand goods,
and a separate flea market for children.
In the summertime, the Sunday programme includes live music
from 10:00am to 2:00pm every Sunday. Other marketplace
events include, for example, the Spring and Autumn markets,
the old car event, and Hyvänmielentori (Feelgood market).
In the winter, the marketplace parking area becomes a skating
rink with atmospheric lighting. The marketplace is constantly
developing and offers possibilities for a wide variety of events.
Come enjoy the market atmosphere and events in Salo!
See you at the marketplace!
www.salontori.fi
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The Salo evening markets and versatile selection of summer theatres, top-of-the-line concerts and exhibitions
and themed events attract those who yearn for culture. The successful local sports teams and many sports events
organised by the active local sports clubs in high-quality settings offer sport-related excitement and experiences.

This brochure provides examples of what the year 2020 has to offer.
Choose your favourites or try something new!

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Salo boasts a wealth of great events and cultural experiences to suit many tastes and
people of all ages.

Manor estates
& excursions

What is on in Salo

Särkisalo &
the sea

For more events, see VisitSalo.fi

MARKET DAYS

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Salo Marketplace is open
on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays 7:00am–2:00pm.
In the summer (2 May–31 August), the marketplace is open
Mon–Sat 7:00am–3:00pm.

Salo Art Museum Roundhouse
Read more on page 69

Finnish Championship-level
ball games in Salohalli
Salohalli Sports Centre is a fantastic
venue for playing and watching many
sports, and it is the home court of, for
example, the basketball team Vilpas
Vikings and of LP Viesti, the women’s
Finnish volleyball Champion.

Art exhibitions in Teijon Masuuni
www.teijonmasuuni.fi
Read more on page 75

Summer together – in Salo
2020
The summer tour consists of ten
traditional village events with
organised programme, taking place
in July and August.
Come and fall in love with the
villages of Salo!

VisitSalo.fi
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See &
experience
For children
& families

Wiurila summer exhibitions
Read more on page 74

Shop &
decorate

EXHIBITIONS

Meet &
celebrate

In June–August
on Thursdays 4:00pm–9:00pm at
Salo Marketplace. Read more on
pages 52–53.

Live &
enjoy

SUVISALO EVENING
MARKETS

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

The Perniö market square is open
from Monday to Friday 7:00am–8:00pm,
on Saturdays 7:00am–6:00pm and Sundays 12noon–6:00pm.

World’s largest junior volleyball
tournament
4.–7.6.

JANUARY–MAY
15.–23.2.
Mathildedal Winter Village
21. – 23.2.
Finnish Championships in
powerlifting
5.-7.3.
Salo Irish Festival
6.4. – 17.5.
Finnish Championships in
women’s bowling A and B
		
11.4.
Easter market at Teijon Masuuni
11.4.
Kevään kutsu - Spring calling
Easter event in Mathildedal
ironworks village
9.-13.4.
Mathildedal Easter Village
25. – 26.4.
FinnSpring orienteering
competition
30.4.
Opening of the boating season
In Mathildan Marina

17.5.
Salon seiska
An exercise and charity event for
women

JUNE
4. – 7.6.
Power Cup
4.-7.6.
Children’s Song City
A cheerful children’s music festival
27.6.
Kisko Thriatlon
13.-14.6.
Antique days at Teijon Masuuni
19.6.
Traditional Midsummer
Festivities for the whole family
in Teijo
19.6.
The raising of the Midsummer
pole Villa Tallbacka, Särkisalo
19.6.
Midsummer festivities in
Mathildan Marina

16.5.
Marina@Ruukki
Archipelago-style market at the
Mathildedal marina and ironworks
16.5.
Ruukki kukkii old-time
handicrafts market
at Teijon Masuuni
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SaloJazz Live
www.salojazz.fi

27.6.
Ironworks Day
at Mathildedal ironworks

JULY
4.-10.7.
Raatalan Humpparalli
Live music and dancing for a whole
week
9.–12.7.
Salo Horse Show
in Salo Sports Park
11.7.
Freestyle motocross show
SebFMXS Fest
Finnholm, Förby
17. – 19.7.
Salo-Volley
Fast-paced game action
18.7.
Särkisalo Day
18.7.
Dancing in Tiiranta
Finby Marina, Särkisalo

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages
Manor estates
& excursions

3.9.

Night of the Arts in Salo

19.9.

Food Trail – An open fire cooking event in Teijo National Park

19.9.

Finnish Spring Championships in Salo Sports Park

25.-26.9. The 9th SaloJazz Festival

7.-9.8.
Salo Circus Festival

24.-26.9. Autumn Market
in the city centre around the Salonjoki River. Also a travelling
carnival for the young and the young at heart.

29.8.
Night of Ancient Bonfires 		
Niksaari, Förby

NOVEMBER–DECEMBER
21.11.–31.12. Mathildedal Christmas Village 		
28.-29.11.

Artisan Christmas market at Teijon Masuuni

29.11.

Feelgood Market and Christmas Street opening

19.12.		
Sydäntalvi - Christmas concert by Sanni Orasmaa
		 Suomusjärvi Church
23.12.		

Christmas Peace at Mathildedal ironworks

Shop &
decorate

29.8.
Super sports Saturday
Try different sports and enjoy the
fantastic Salo Sports Park

Teijo Uphill Challenge
An obstacle running event in Teijo Action Park

Meet &
celebrate

29.8.
Venetian night festival
in Mathildedal ironworks village

3.10.

Live &
enjoy

22.8.
Märy Day and gravity racing in
Märynummi

Eat & sleep

8.-9.8.
Teijo Old Time Market

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Seniors Fair

Markets &
events

AUGUST

2.9.

See &
experience

31.7. – 1.8.
Salo Soi festival

SEPTEMBER–OCTOBER

For children
& families

25.7.
EtnoSalo Festivaali
Multicultural music festival

Särkisalo &
the sea

Night of the Arts in Salo

VisitSalo.fi
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Every summer Thursday from June till the end of August, the Salo
evening market fills the marketplace with hundreds of merchants
and flea marketers, thousands of visitors, and a cheerful buzz in
the many cafés around the area. Each Thursday evening is topped
off with a show by either a local top-notch performer or a star of
the Finnish music scene.
Flea markets at 4:00pm–9:00pm
Performers at approx. 6:00pm
www.saloniltatori.fi
Olavi Uusivirta
Salo evening market 2019

Paul Oxleys Acoustic Circus
Salo evening market 2019
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Big soulbandWABGB
Salo evening market 2019

Darude ja Hevisaurus
Salo evening market 2019

VisitSalo.fi

Live &
enjoy

Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

For children
& families

See &
experience

Eat & sleep

Vesta
Salo evening market 2019
Markets &
events

Anne Mattila
Salo evening market 2019
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Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Enjoy
summer theatre
in Salo

The summer theatre offering in Salo is ample and wide-ranging.
There are around ten summer theatres all over Salo, offering
interesting theatre experiences for adults and families alike.
Come and enjoy summer performances in theatres around Salo,
and feel the excitement, enthusiasm, and joy of performing that
radiate from each and every stage.

SUMMER THEATRES IN SALO
Kiikalan KiPiNät
Theatre

Mathildedal
Summer Theatre

www.kipinat.com
tel. +358 (0)44 5855 762 (1.5.-30.9)

www.teatteriprovinssi.fi
tel. +358 (0)440 520 260

Kirakka
Summer Theatre

Suomusjärvi
Summer Theatre

www.kirakankesateatteri.fi
tel. +358 (0)45 121 3900

www.suonapit.fi
tel. +358 (0)400 420 811
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Theatre Puutaivas
www.puutaivas.net

Vuohensaari
Summer Theatre
www.salonteatteri.com
tel. +358 (0)44 031 6055
Mon–Tue, Thu–Fri
at 10:00am-4:00pm

VisitSalo.fi
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Shop &
decorate

For children
& families

See &
experience

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Salo’s restaurants invite you to enjoy authentic flavours, traditional
home cooking, and delicacies from around the world – all in the
local restaurants and cafés! Our city centre is surrounded by our
pride and joy, the rich and vibrant countryside, which produces
fresh and tasty local food items that you can enjoy in the local
restaurants or buy from the farm shops and marketplaces.

Eat & sleep

Numerous cafés offer an infusion of culture and small everyday
luxuries, such as freshly ground coffee and locally produced
delicacies. During the summer, the Salo Marketplace is absolutely
the place to be. On summer Thursdays, the evening market offers
many cafés, ice cream stands, merchants, and, of course, top-notch
performers, not to mention the children’s flea market.
There are plenty of accommodation options in Salo – you can choose
a high-class hotel in the city centre, a villa, cosy farm lodgings or a
private cottage, or sleep in a camping area underneath the stars.
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Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages
Manor estates
& excursions
Särkisalo &
the sea

Restaurant Salon Seurahuone

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Located at the heart of Salo, next to the railway station, restaurant Salon
Seurahuone offers diners a culinary experience in an idyllic wooden house
milieu. You can enjoy either lunch or an à la carte dinner in the atmospheric
90-seat restaurant.
The restaurant's comfortable private rooms make it a perfect location for
hosting different business meetings, conferences and events.

Restaurant Kastu
KASTU is a relaxed and down-to-earth restaurant focused on classic cooking.
We utilise the fabulous ingredients of local producers and prepare honest,
fresh, simple and, of course, delicious homemade food. The heart of our
kitchen is the unique Josper charcoal oven!
You can visit us any time: alone, or with friends and family. In Kastu, you can
enjoy delicious brunches, lunches, and dinners, or perhaps just a steaming
cup of good coffee. Come and visit us!

For children
& families

Helsingintie 3
24100 Salo
info@ravintolakastu.fi
www.ravintolakastu.fi

See &
experience

Asemakatu 1, 24100 Salo, tel. +358 (0)2 733 7123
varaukset@salonseurahuone.fi, www.salonseurahuone.fi

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

In addition, the Salon Seurahuone banquet service creates tailor-made
celebrations according to the customer’s wishes, from catering to decorating
the venue. Our catering services are available throughout the southern
Finland.

Shop &
decorate

Mathildan Marina

Meet &
celebrate

Our modern and elegant seaside
restaurant welcomes you! We
prepare food with expertise and
passion. Wind down and stay for a
night – you will sleep peacefully in
the rhythmic sound of the waves.

Live &
enjoy

Ruukinrannantie 4
25660 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)2 2502 432
info@mathildanmarina.fi
www.mathildanmarina.fi
VisitSalo.fi
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Café Maku
We prepare all our products on order
and serve them to your table.
We offer delicacies for all occasions:
our crepes, waffles, daily baked
cakes, hearty warm sandwiches,
fresh and abundant salads, and
omelette waffles are available for
lunch and also later in the day.
Our coffee is always fresh and
acquired from private micro
roasteries. For tea enthusiasts, we
offer a wide, top-notch tea selection.
On Friday and Saturday nights we
have an evening menu available until
10:00pm.
We serve a champagne Afterwork
buffet on Fridays and brunch on
Saturdays. See our website for the
complete menu!
Welcome!
Turuntie 5
24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)50 470 3500
myynti@cafemaku.fi
www.cafemaku.fi

Bakery Kuiron Leipomo Oy
Our bakery is the oldest still functioning bakery in Salo, and our products are a
delicious part of the city’s bakery and cake shop culture.
Our selection includes famous Kuiro treats such as rye bread, Finnish
archipelago bread and French bread, as well as sweet treats such as pastries,
confectionery goods and cakes. Here you can also enjoy a relaxing lunch by
choosing one of our generous and tasty salads!
We favour local ingredients and emphasise high quality.
We have three cafés in Salo – all filled with our delicious products and great
atmosphere. Choose your destination or come and buy treats to take home!
Kuiro cafés
Helsingintie 5 • Vilhonkatu 14 • Sähkökuja 2
www.kuironleipomo.fi

Café 68
Café 68 serves a versatile and
generous lunch buffet on weekdays
at 10:30am–2:00pm. Café 68 also
offers catering services for family
celebrations and corporate events
alike.
Helsingintie 68
24100 Salo
+358 (0)2 731 7033
+358 (0)44 027 5644
kirsi.orpana@laaksosetoy.fi
www.cafe68.fi/
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Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Design Hill Café

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

Perhaps the best rest stop in Finland,
situated in Halikko along the HelsinkiTurku motorway. Our chefs make
lovely savoury and sweet delicacies
that you can enjoy with a cup of
good coffee (also specialty coffees) or
tea. For lunch, we usually serve three
salad choices and a soup of the day.
You can find our lunch menu on our
Facebook page.
We are open
(for holiday opening hours see
www.designhill.fi or Facebook)
Mon–Fri 9:00am–7:00pm
Lunch
11:00am–3:00pm
Sat
9:00am–6:00pm
Lunch
11:00am–3:00pm
Sun
12noon–7:00pm
Lunch
12noon–3:00pm
If you are coming with a bigger
group, please make a reservation in
advance.
Our shop also sells local top-quality
food items.
Vaskiontie 418, 24800 Halikko
Café tel. +358 (0)44 738 3333
Group reservations
tel. +358 (0)44 774 4201
cafe@designhill.fi, www.designhill.fi

Bizarre
A globally local café bar that feels
like home, but also encourages
visitors to explore the unknown.

For children
& families

See &
experience

We serve pastries made in our own
kitchen and snacks for hungry
visitors. Bizarre is a place for live
music, meeting friends, and having
a break.
In our restaurant, local ingredients
are paired with flavours from around
the world.

Shop &
decorate

Here you can organise parties,
meetings and private events.
Ask for more information!

Meet &
celebrate

There is no need to pretend here.
Come as you are – or be a bit
bizarre!

Live &
enjoy

Bar & Restaurant Bizarre
Helsingintie 2, 24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)40 550 9105
bizarre@bizarre.fi
www.bizarre.fi

VisitSalo.fi
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MaraCatering Oy
MaranKlubi
MaranKlubi is located at the Salo
Golf Centre, in the beautiful Salo
Sports Park close to the city centre.
A delicious lunch is served on weekdays at 10:30am–2:00pm. You can
also pop in for a cup of coffee or for
something tasty from our á la carte
menu.
You can book our cosy facilities for
different events and celebrations
even outside the opening hours.
Maran Grilli - Salo city centre
/ Maraniityn Grilli in Meriniitty These venues serve traditional
delicacies from the grill – how about
a Finnish meat pasty with a side of
everything?
Maran Baari
Maran Baari is a traditional pub in
Salo city centre. With a great terrace
and lots of live music, Maran Baari
is a great place to spend an evening
with friends!
Höyrymara
This hot dog stand on wheels is
a delicious and fantastic number
for different corporate and private
events.
MaranKlubi
Anistenkatu 1
24100 SALO
www.maranklubi.fi
info@maranklubi.fi
+358 (0)50 309 3112
Maran Grilli
Helsingintie 3
24100 SALO
+358 (0)50 375 2995
Maraniityn Grilli
Örninkatu 14 A
24100 SALO
+358 (0)2 733 1161
Maran Baari
Rummunlyöjänkatu 16
24100 SALO
www.maranbaari.fi
+358 (0)44 982 7697
Höyrymara
+358 (0)400 822 332
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Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages
Manor estates
& excursions

At the Perniön Meat Factory Outlet, you will find a wide selection of local
meat delicacies – from cold cuts to special steaks. Vesseli steaks, Black Angus
steaks, ribs, fillets, fresh sausages, barbeque sausages, frankfurters, smoked
ham products... And so much more. Come visit us!

Markets &
events

Perniön – delicious flavours since 1930!

For children
& families

See &
experience

Eat & sleep

Särkisalontie 2, 25610 Ylönkylä
+358 (0)50 517 7759
sumppu@ebaana.net
www.katiskanmaki.fi

Open: Tue–Fri 10:00am–5:00pm
Valimonkatu 4 • 24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 735 8817
myymala@pernion.fi
www.pernion.fi
facebook.com/perionlihaoy

Särkisalo &
the sea

Perniön Meat Factory Outlet

Try Firapeli’s delicious homemade
buns or book our restaurant and
party venue for your event. Our beach
cottages, double rooms, apartments,
smoke sauna, lean-to shelter, and
camping area are available all year
round. We will also open a new local
food shop in the spring of 2020.
Welcome!

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Firapeli in Katiskanmäki

Kalaliike Asp Oy
Shop &
decorate

Fresh, smoked and salt-cured fish
from Salo Marketplace!

Live &
enjoy

Meet &
celebrate

www.kalaliikeasp.fi
tel. +358 (0)2 723 2400

VisitSalo.fi
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Accommodation in Salo
Perniö

Salo City Centre

➊
➋
➌
➍
➎
➏

Hotel Fjalar 🅗
www.fjalar.fi

••

Hotel Salora 🅗
www.astrumkeskus.fi

••

Original Sokos Hotel Rikala 🅗
www.sokoshotels.fi/salo

••

Pii Hotel 🅗
www.piihotel.fi

➑

••

Vuohensaari Camping 🅜  🅒
www.vuohensaari.fi

••
••

Toivo Farm 🅜
www.toivontila.fi

••

Wiurilan Manor 🅑
www.wiurilankartano.fi

••
••

Mathildedal Ironworks Village

➒
➓
⓫
⓬
⓭

••

B&B Sypressi 🅑
www.sypressi.fi

Hotel Mathildedal 🅗
www.mathildedal.fi

••

Matildan VIP Holiday Cottages 🅜
www.matilda-vip.ru/en

••
••

⓮

PetriS Chocolate Room B&B 🅑
www.petris.fi/mathildedal-bed-breakfast

••

⓯

Teijo National Park

••

⓰

Fishing huts 🅜
mathildedal.johku.com
Teijo National Park
Tentsile Nature Camp 🅝
mathildedal.johku.com

Teijo Ironworks Village

⓱
⓲
⓳

Marianne´s farm 🅑
www.mariannenmaatila.fi
Masuuni Inn 🅢 	
www.teijonmasuuni.fi

Villa Seaview Guesthouse 🅑
www.villaseaview.fi

Pyhäjoki Farm 🅜
www.pyhajoentila.com

Finnholm Holiday Cottage Stransbo 🅜
www.finnholm.net
Armonlaakso Fishing Village 🅜
www.armonlaakso.net
Katiskanmäki 🅜
www.katiskanmaki.fi

Länsitalo Holiday cottage Koivula 🅜
www.lansitalo.fi
Lönnviken Cottages 🅜
www.lonnviken.com
Pettu Manor 🅜
www.petunkartano.fi
Villa Nennebo 🅜
www.villanennebo.fi
Ylöstalo Farm 🅜
www.ylostalo.fi

			
Lake-Salo

Mathildan Marina 🅗
www.mathildanmarina.fi

Meri-Ruukki Holiday Village 🅜
www.meri-ruukki.fi

Leipyöli Tourist Farm 🅜
www.leipyoli.com

Särkisalo

Scandic Salo 🅗
www.scandichotels.fi

Halikko

➐

Lehmiranta Holiday Centre 🅗
www.lehmiranta.fi

••

Isotalo Farm 🅜
www.facebook.com/IsotaloFarm
Lomalaperla 🅜
lomalaperla.weebly.com
Louhela 🅜
www.koivusilta.fi
Villa Topuli 🅜
www.topuli.fi

Friendship Inn 🅑
www.ystavyydenmajatalo.fi

🅗
🅑
🅢
🅜
🅒
🅝

Hotel
B&B
Hostel
Cottage accommodation
Camping area
Nature accommodation

Kirjakkalan Ruukkikylä

⓴
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Kirjakkala Ironworks Village 🅑
www.ruukkikyla.fi
Salo 2020

Information collected in December 2019. The service providers are listed based on the companies included in the brochure.
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Original Sokos Hotel Rikala
Rikala is located in the heart of the city centre, right next to the
steadily flowing river, buzzling marketplace and busy shopping
street. Our sauna offers great steams and our breakfast buffet
is second to none.
There are 69 rooms in the hotel on three floors ranging from
standard to superior rooms. The sauna is located on the top
floor and offers a spectacular view over the Salo rooftops.
The sizzlingly good Restaurant Rikala Bar&Grill serves tastes
from the Scandinavian kitchen. The inviting terrace area Terassi
Jokipuisto is the perfect setting for enjoying summer to the
fullest.
On the bottom floor, you can also find Theatre Provinssi’s stage.
Wi-Fi and parking are free of charge, and we are at your service
24 hours a day.
Welcome!
Original Sokos Hotel Rikala
Asemakatu 15
24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 7744 100
reception.rikala@sok.fi
www.sokoshotels.fi

Theatre packages
Enjoy the theatres in Salo!
Original Sokos Hotel Rikala’s
theatre packages start at
60 €/person/day in a double room.
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Wi-Fi and parking are free of charge.
Hotel Fjalar also offers visitors a small
piece of electronics history in Salo –
our friendly staff will be happy to tell
you more.
Our hotel is the perfect size for a
group of golfers, event guests, or
sports teams – so why not book the
entire hotel!

The holiday centre has topquality accommodation spaces,
an inviting spa and facilities for
hosting conferences and events of
all sizes. The natural beauty of the
environment and the crystal-clear
waters of Lake Lehmijärvi will help
you charge your batteries in both
summer and winter.

VisitSalo.fi

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages
Live &
enjoy

Lehmirannantie 12
25170 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 727 5200
lehmiranta@elakeliitto.fi
www.lehmiranta.fi

See &
experience

In addition, the hotel-standard
double rooms offer comfortable
accommodation for summer guests
and all travellers visiting the Salo
region and the Teijo or Archipelago
National Parks.

For children
& families

The holiday centre organises
recreational programmed vacations
and hobby courses for pensioners,
groups, and individuals alike.

Shop &
decorate

Lehmiranta is a cosy hotel and spa
resort by the lake, right next to Teijo
National Park.

Meet &
celebrate

Lehmiranta Holiday Centre

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

Welcome!
Rinteentie 5, 24240 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 777 600
info@fjalar.fi
www.fjalar.fi

Manor estates
& excursions

The hotel has 19 comfortable rooms,
a delicious and versatile breakfast
buffet, and a sauna that will help
you relax at the end of the day.
A dip in our swimming pool is sure
to make you feel refreshed.

Särkisalo &
the sea

Hotel Fjalar is a pleasant surprise!
The cosy and inviting Hotel Fjalar is
located in a quiet neighbourhood,
right next to the Salo city centre.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Hotel Fjalar
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Hotel Salora
Welcome for a short or longer stay
in the self-service hotel Salora.
Affordably, with several benefits.
Visitors have also access to the gym,
exercise courses and saunas at the
Hanhivaara Sports Centre, along
with a fast Wi-Fi connection and
the use of proper parking facilities
free of charge. Discounts for e.g.
the indoor playground Namila and
Hanhivaara bowling alley!
Some of the rooms have a
refrigerator, microwave oven, and
toaster. Remember also our double
room with kitchenette and sauna!
Special rates for event guests,
corporate customers, groups, and
long-term guests.
Salorankatu 5–7
24240 Salo
tel. +358 (0)44 777 3999
info@hotelsalora.fi
www.hotelsalora.fi

Piihotel
Located close to Salo city centre,
Piihotel is an affordable self-service
hotel with spacious rooms for both
short and long-term stays. Some
rooms include a cooking possibility.
Excellent parking possibilities.
Joensuunkatu 1
24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 777 3014
weekdays 8:00am–4:00pm
info@piihotel.fi
www.piihotel.fi
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Toivo Farm holiday cottages and saunas
Two affordable rental cottages available for anyone looking for some peace
and quiet.
Onnenperä Cottage
For resting your mind and for celebrations. Available all year round.
(Nettimökki service, ID 4837)
Topila Cottage
Tranquility and a romantic atmosphere.
(Nettimökki service, ID 3784)
toivontila@gmail.com
tel. +358 (0)50 582 4645
www.toivontila.fi

@toivontila
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Vuohensaari Camping and café
There is something for everyone in Vuohensaari. Our café-restaurant serves
homemade pastries, bread rolls, pies, ice creams, and beverages.

See &
experience

For the hungrier guests, we have choices such as salmon soup, fries
with sausage, Wiener schnitzels, and salads. Our kitchen is open during
high season until 10:00pm. We offer comfortable lodgings (rooms for
1–6 persons) and camper and tent accommodation. Enjoy your stay at
Vuohensaari and play a round of minigolf or try SUP boarding!

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

The island of Vuohensaari serves both travellers and locals.
The seaside setting includes a camping area, rooms for
accommodation, a café-restaurant, a nature trail, a playground
for children, a swimming beach, a minigolf course and much
more that make Vuohensaari a place worth visiting – or staying
for a longer while. Read more about the Vuohensaari nature trail
and the accessible Halikonlahti trail on page 83.

For children
& families

Welcome!
Vuohensaari Camping, Satamakatu 100, 24100 Salo
info@vuohensaari.fi tel. +358 (0)2 731 2651

Leipyölintie 218
25500 Perniö
tel. +358 (0)50 338 2768
www.leipyoli.com
myynti@leipyoli.com
VisitSalo.fi

Live &
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News and happenings
in Finnish.
www.salonjokilaakso.net

Meet &
celebrate

Leipyöli Farm is a farm in Perniö with
strong traditions and a long history.
We offer cottage accommodation
with breakfast and dining and
conference services for groups. We
sell Highland cattle meat direct from
the farm.

Shop &
decorate

Leipyöli Farm
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What do you want to see and experience on your holiday,
whether it is just one day or perhaps an entire month?

See
&
experience

What makes your holiday a real holiday?
Is it history, culture, sports, or nature – or a combination of
them all?
Do you want to do something yourself or enjoy the
craftsmanship of others?
In Salo, you can have exactly the kind of holiday you
want – relaxed and peaceful or fast-paced and actionpacked.
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Coming in the autumn YMPÄRI MENNÄÄN YHTEEN TULLAAN
TOGETHER – Salo communities in old photos
The exhibition Photographs of Old Salo from 2014 gets a sequel in Salo
Art Museum Roundhouse in the autumn of 2020. This trip down memory
lane takes us from Salo city centre to the adjoining municipalities – to the
villages and communities, where people have worked, celebrated, and
lived together. The old photographs tell stories from the early 20th century,
depicting work communities and people’s hard work in fields and forests,
ironworks facilities and factories. They also show how people spent their
free time, including sports events and swimming schools, song and dance
pavilions, and events from horse races on ice to an air show by the Flying
Circus Daredevils of the Clouds. There are photographs of different jointly
implemented events and gatherings including many meetings between
friends and strangers. Changes are possible.

Tommi Toija, Bad boy, 2018. Painted ceramics
and bronze. Photograph Tommi Toija

Meet &
celebrate

PLEASE NOTE! Due to expansion work on the building, Salo Art Museum
will be closed for the summer on 6 April.

Eat & sleep

25.1.-5.4. TOMMI TOIJA, SELF-IMAGES
Tommi Toija (born 1974) is one of the most well-known sculptors of our time
in Finland. His exhibition, Self-images, showcases artwork from the past
few years. Tommi Toija is particularly well-known for his ceramic sculptures
and installations of sculpted characters. With a baffled look in their eyes
and the eccentric world they create, his characters have found their way
to the hearts of many people. In addition to the celebrated sculptures, the
exhibition presents a series of busts, croquis drawings, and watercolours.
According to the exhibition curator Veikko Halmetoja, the artwork evokes
empathy in the way that it combines innocence with rebellion, and
childhood with timeless humour. Toija is excellent at constructing different
spatial experiences, letting the sculpted characters take over the exhibition
halls. He creates an immersive environment, encouraging the viewers to
identify themselves with the artwork and become part of it. The exhibited
works represent the artist himself, but they are also a depiction of today’s
people marvelling at the world around them.

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

EXHIBITIONS 2020

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Admission fee
8/5 €, free for visitors under the age
On the museum courtyard you can find an old locomotive that was built at of 18.
the Tampella factories in Tampere in 1921.
Free admission on the first Friday of
each month.
Mariankatu 14, 24240 Salo
.
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4892
www.salontaidemuseo.fi

Markets &
events

The Salo Art Museum is located in an old locomotive hall, right next to
the railway and bus stations. In addition to the changing exhibitions, the
museum hosts concerts and other events. Read more on the museum
website at www.salontaidemuseo.fi.

Open
Tue-Fri 10:00am–6:00pm
Sat–Sun 11:00am–5:00pm
Closed during change of exhibitions.

Salo railway station in the early 18th century.
Photograph Salo museum services

VisitSalo.fi
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Live &
enjoy

Salo Art Museum Veturitalli

Astrum-Keskus
Welcome to Astrum-Keskus, or Astrum Centre, the former television and radio factory of Salora!
At present, the facilities host dozens of companies from different fields, including what many believe to be the best
private theatre in Finland, Theatre Provinssi
In addition, the Salo Electronics Museum is located in the former shipping room and showcases a wide collection of
televisions, radios and, of course, telephones. Indeed, this is where the story of the Finnish mobile industry and Nokia
mobile phones began. Our private car collection can be viewed by groups on agreement. We have escape rooms that
will test your group work skills. Children can have fun in the indoor adventure centre Namila, and slightly older visitors
can try glow bowling at the Hanhivaara Sports Centre. Our latest additions are two padel courts!
Hotel Salora offers modern and affordable accommodation with several benefits, including free access to the gym
and exercise classes.
You will also find versatile conference and party venues under the same roof, not to mention our diverse range of
programme choices and the treats of restaurant Mama’s. Our facilities are suited for events of even 500 people.
Astrum-Keskus is primarily powered by solar energy, thanks to the solar panels manufactured in the same building!
The showroom of Salo Solar is definitely worth a visit!
Astrum-Keskus
Salorankatu 5–7, 24240 Salo
tel. +358 (0)44 777 3999
info@astrumkeskus.fi
www.astrumkeskus.fi
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tel. +358 (0)10 321 5011
info@hanhivaara.fi
www.hanhivaara.fi

Mama’s lunch and catering
restaurant
Come and enjoy good food at
Mama’s.
We serve up tasty lunches and also
provide breakfast, coffee, dinner,
and other types of food services for
conferences and seminars.
Services and catering according to
your needs.
tel. +358 (0)45 356 8433
ravintolamamas.fi

Hotel Salora
Welcome to the affordable self-service
hotel Salora! Read more on page 66
tel. +358 (0)44 777 3999
info@hotelsalora.fi, www.hotelsalora.fi

Exit Games Salo

Challenge yourself and your friends
to an exciting adventure!
tel. +358 (0)44 240 9998
info@exitgamessalo.fi
exitgamessalo.fi

Shop &
decorate

Popular escape room experiences.
There are three escape rooms
available. The players have 60
minutes to solve different tasks and
get themselves out of the room.

Salo Electronics Museum

The unique electronics museum and
its extensive collection and interactive activities offer a whiff of nostalgia
and historical experiences!
www.salomus.fi
Read more on the next page!
VisitSalo.fi
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Meet &
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A performance theatre operating all year
round. In addition to the theatre’s own
productions, over 50 guest performances
are seen on stage every year. The main
stage has 353 seats, a spacious green
room, and a fully licensed theatre
restaurant, and the facilities are accessible
by wheelchair. The main stage can also
be rented for events.
For more information on the
performances, visit the website of
Theatre Vinssi and Posetiivi Oy
at www.teatteriprovinssi.fi.
tel. +358 (0)440 520 260
myynti@teatteriprovinssi.fi

Live &
enjoy

Theatre PROVinssi

For children
& families

See &
experience

Eat & sleep

tel. +358 (0)44 989 6125
info@namila.fi
www.namila.fi

Särkisalo &
the sea

Namila is an indoor adventure centre The largest sports centre in the Salo
region has almost 5,000 m2 of open
in Salo’s Astrum Centre, where you
space for exercising, including a
will find exciting adventure trails,
play areas, slides, bouncy castles, and large gym, group exercise facilities,
a bowling alley, floorball court,
game consoles. We are open from
badminton courses, golf simulator, and
Wednesday to Sunday. No matter
what the weather is like outside, it is comfortable sauna and conference
facilities.
always warm in Namila!

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Hanhivaara Sports Centre

Markets &
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Namila

Salo Historical Museum SAMU

Salo Electronics Museum
Exhibition Made in Salo
The glamour of old radios, televisions,
telephones, and monitors.
Industrial production in the field of
electronics has existed in Salo since the
late 1920s. In Salo, companies such as
Salora, Mobira, Nokia, and Benefon
have manufactured radios, televisions,
walkie-talkies, mobile phones, pagers,
monitors, and much more. The “Made
In Salo” exhibition showcases the
over 90-year-old history of Salo-based
electronics companies, including their
equipment and production history, technological development, and social and
economic significance. The museum
displays devices designed and manufactured by Salora, Mobira, Benefon, and
different Nokia units, along with production equipment, a production line
from the Nokia monitor factory and a
production cell from the Nokia mobile
phone factory.
Salo Electronics Museum is the perfect
place for reminiscing about the old radio
your grandparents used to have, what
programmes people used to watch on
their black and white televisions, and
what your first mobile phone was like.
The museum also offers a possibility to
play old videogames from the 1980–
1990s, watch production videos, make
a phone call with an old manual landline telephone, and see familiar TV faces
from the 1950–1970s.
Open
Thu–Fri 11:00am–5:00pm,
Sat 11:00am–3:00pm
6 May–31 August
Wed–Fri 11:00am–5:00pm,
Sat–Sun 11:00am–3:00pm
At other times upon agreement.
Admission fees
Adults 4 €
Pensioners, students and unemployed 3 €
Free admission for visitors under the age
of 18. Free admission on the first Friday
of every month. We also accept the
Museum Card.
Salo Electronics Museum
Salo Historical Museum SAMU
Astrum-Keskus, Salorankatu 5–7,
door 3, 24240 Salo
tel. info +358 (0)2 778 4896
tel. researcher +358 (0)2 778 4885
www.salomus.fi
www.eliaskokoelmat.fi
Changes are possible.
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Local museums of the Salo Historical Museum SAMU
Admission is free to all Salo Historical Museum’s local museums during
opening hours. Check the summer opening hours, exhibitions and events at
www.salomus.fi.
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Halikko Museum, Kirkkorinne 7, Halikko
Open 4 June-9 Aug on Thu, Sat and Sun 11:00am–5:00pm and on the
Museum Day of Southwest Finland (Sunday 30 Aug) from noon till 4:00pm.
Closed on Midsummer Day 20 June.
The Halikko Museum is located in a charming old granary near Halikko
Church. The permanent exhibition tells stories of the local livelihoods and
history. The exhibition of summer 2020 showcases life in the Halikko District
Mental Hospital.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Kiikala Local History Museum, Porvarinpolku 10, Kiikala
Open 7 June–30 August on Sundays from noon till 3:00pm.
The summer café is open during the museum opening hours.
The museum grounds host seven buildings that have been moved there
from elsewhere in Kiikala. The museum displays an extensive collection of
traditional peasant artefacts and much more, including pharmacy objects
and items manufactured in the Johannislund glass factory.

Markets &
events

Kreivinmäki Outdoor Museum, Viurilantie 34, 24910 Halikko
The museum area can be explored all year round.
The area includes a windmill, an outbuilding, a granary, and a miller’s croft
from the 18th century. The croft is in private use.

Eat & sleep

Meritalo Museum, Moisionkatu 18, Salo
Open 25 June-9 Aug on Wed–Fri 12noon–5:00pm and Sat–Sun 12noon–
4:00pm and on the Museum Day of Southwest Finland (Sunday 30 Aug)
from noon till 4:00pm.
The museum is located in the middle of old Salo. The charming former
school building now showcases a classroom and a teacher’s apartment from
the turn of the 19th and 20th century. In the garden you can explore old
traditional Salo flora.

See &
experience

Perniö Museum, Museotie 9, Perniö
Open 25 June-9 Aug on Tue and Sun 1:00pm–5:00pm and on the Museum
Day of Southwest Finland (Sunday 30 August) 1:00pm-5:00pm.
The museum building from 1930 showcases an exhibition on the history and
life in the Perniö area.

For children
& families

Suomusjärvi Local History Museum, Karjalohjantie 161-2, Suomusjärvi
Open 20 June-9 Aug on Sat–Sun 11:00am–2:00pm and on the Museum Day
of Southwest Finland (Sunday 30 August) 11:00am-2:00pm.
Located next to Suomusjärvi Church, this former wooden warehouse now
serves as a museum and exhibits agricultural, household and handicraft
equipment from the 19th century.

Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

Trömperin Kestikievari inn, Vanha Turuntie 1326, Hajala
Open 17 June-9 Aug on Wed–Sun 11:00am–5:00pm and on the Museum
Day of Southwest Finland (Sunday 30 August) 12noon–4:00pm. Closed on
Midsummer Day 20 June.
The café is open during the museum opening hours.
The charming Trömperin kestikievari inn is located by the old King’s Road.
According to legend, counts and royalty used to visit the inn on their
hunting and fishing trips.

Live &
enjoy

Salo Historical Museum SAMU
P.O. Box 77, 24101 Salo
More information on the SAMU local museums: www.salomus.fi
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4883
Changes are possible.
VisitSalo.fi
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Duchess Wilhelmine von Sagan, Princess of Courland.
Photograph Wiurila Manor

Wiurila’s contemporary summer exhibitions
Come and enjoy the fascinating art exhibitions of Wiurila Manor! In the
summer of 2020, Wiurila will display an extensive group exhibition that
will spread to the diverse exhibition areas of the outbuildings and in the
beautiful garden. The seventh summer exhibition season in Wiurila is
produced by a local artist group in collaboration with Wiurila Manor and
the City of Salo.
Wiurila Summer brings high-class contemporary art to the culturalhistorically significant environment and unique facilities of Wiurila. The
topical works of interesting artists form a surprising entity, and the historical
facilities give more meaning to the artistic content. Free admission to the
exhibitions.

12 June–30 August 2020
Wiurila Manor
Viurilantie 126, 24910 Halikko
www.wiurilankesa.fi
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Telakkatie 17, 25570 TEIJO
galleria@teijonmasuuni.fi
tel. +358 (0)404 822 224
http://teijonmasuuni.fi
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The interior of the house, which was
completed in 1946, is in its original
condition, as it was when Viljo Hurme Muurlantie 309, 25130 Muurla
lived there. The house contains an
Enquiries
extensive collection of Hurme’s
tel. +358 (0)2 728 1100
works.
hanna-maija.saarimaa@muurla.
salonseutu.fi
Upstairs, visitors can find the artist’s
studio, and an annually changing art
exhibition.

Located in a historical and beautiful
ironworks milieu, Teijon Masuuni
hosts changing high-class art exhibitions all year round. The exhibitions
are free for visitors.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

The exhibition and interior museum
are open 28 June–30 Aug
Sundays from noon till 4:00pm.
Available for groups also outside the
opening hours

Eat & sleep

Murals and artists in Salo

See &
experience

Apartment building on
Asemakatu road
<- Repo Lauri and Jukka Hakanen

Shop &
decorate

For children
& families

Police Station wall
Dutch artist Leon Keer ->

Meet &
celebrate

Barn on Inkereentie road
<- Serbian twins
Ivan and Nikola Gajic
Monument next to the railway
station, the tall grain
Italian artist Fabio Petani ->

Live &
enjoy

Painter Viljo Hurme’s studio home is
located in Muurla, on the shore of
Lake Ylisjärvi.

Teijon Masuuni

Markets &
events

Studio and home of painter Viljo Hurme

VisitSalo.fi
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Lehmiranta Holiday Centre
Experiences for mature taste:
inspiring hobby courses for
pensioners, dance nights and
relaxing vacations in the warmth of
the spa all year round. For groups we
offer one-day events, mini vacations
with programme, and guided tours
e.g. to the archipelago and along the
King’s Road.
Lehmirannantie 12, 25170 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 727 5200
lehmiranta@elakeliitto.fi
www.lehmiranta.fi

Koski Manor
Koski Manor offers country experiences and top-quality organic
meat.
The old stone barn houses an idyllic
farm café that is open in the summer
from Thursday till Sundays 11:00am–
5:00pm.
The café sells the farm’s own
products, and you can also have a
cup of organic coffee and try our
homemade pastries.
Outside, you can see our sheep,
donkeys and, of course, Hereford
cows.
The grounds of Koski Manor also
feature historic buildings from the
ironworks era.
We organise a guided farm tour
every week.
Koskipolku 28,
25560 Koski as
tel. +358 (0)50 359 3830
helena@koskis.fi
http://www.koskis.fi

Gallery Levola / Nuketteri
Visit the charming home of theatre
puppets and take a peek in the
world of fairy tales.
The 120-year-old log house,
LEVOLA, offers an atmospheric
setting for celebrations as well as
everyday gatherings.
Galleria Levola/ Nuketteri
Perniöntie 1719
25520 PERNIÖ
www.galleria-levola.fi

VisitSalo.fi
#VisitSalo
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RESPECT:
We respect our audience, each other,
Our theatre features 150 seats, all
and ourselves.
renewed in 2019, and our facilities
are accessible by wheelchair.
ENCOURAGEMENT:
We encourage one another, give
Find us: www.salonteatteri.com
constructive feedback, and spread
Salon Teatteri, Theatre of Salo
joy and positivity.
Mariankatu 3, 24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)44 031 6055
JOY:
Vuohensaaren kesäteatteri
Joy is the key in everything
Satamakatu 102, 24100 Salo
we do.

Meet &
celebrate

INTEGRITY:
We will never settle in our work and
art – instead, we always
try to do things better than last time.

We want to provide high-quality
cultural services, improve the citizens’
well-being and the accessibility of
art, and promote the field of theatre
art in general. Our vision is to be
part of the local identity and the
everyday life of the locals. Our goal is
to put forth bold and unique theatre
performances, for which we are
known all around Finland.

Live &
enjoy

COURAGE:
We are bold enough to continuously
test our limits and challenge our
staff and audience. We are boldly
unique in what we do. We challenge
ourselves to develop as persons,
professionals, and as a community.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

WELCOME TO THE THEATRE OF
SALO!
The Theatre of Salo is a small repertoire
theatre with a mission to produce
versatile and high-class theatre art
in Salo. Next year, the theatre will
celebrate its 60th anniversary. In
2019, the Finnish amateur theatre
association named the Theatre of
Salo the Finnish amateur theatre of
the year – for the second time.

VisitSalo.fi
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Salo is
an oasis for sports nuts,
a dream destination for nature tourists,
and an unrivalled site for fishing
enthusiasts
Salo Sports Park is an oasis in the heart of the city, Teijo National Park is a
place where the peace of nature meets the modern-day life of historical
ironworks villages, three international-standard golf courses delight golfers
with the longest golf seasons in Finland, and Särkisalo is known for its
fish-rich waters. You can enjoy sports and nature all year round and take
on activities such as cycling, hiking, skiing, paddling, swimming, horseback
riding, and gravity racing. The successful local sports teams and many events
organised by the active local sports clubs in high-quality settings offer sportrelated excitement and experiences.

Salo Sports Park
Salo Sports Part, located right off Salo city centre, offers a wide range of areas
for dozens of different sports and fitness activities, both indoor and outdoor.
In total, there are nearly 100 hectares reserved for sports and exercising.
Those interested in spectator sports can head to the Salohalli sports centre
located also in the Sports Park, as it hosts top-level games in both basketball
and volleyball. In Salo Sports Park, you can also skateboard on the new
concrete ramp, swim, go horseback riding, work out at the outdoor gym, take
up athletics, ice skate in the ice hall, ski, play golf, go bowling, play tennis,
basketball and football, and so on.
In summer 2020, Salo Sports Park will be taken over by the largest junior
volleyball tournament in the world, Power Cup. There is also a disc golf course
and a neighbourhood sports facility at Uskela school, both just a short walk
away from the Sports Park. There is a total of six disc golf courses in Salo.
In Family Park, you can climb up high on the jungle gym and play a superhero.
Spin yourself dizzy or reach for the sky in the swings. Make music, build a
sandcastle, or have a picnic break. Our popular Family Park is also located
in Salo Sports Park. Out of all the parks in Salo, Family Park offers the most
variety. The fenced park area within Sports Park has toilet facilities and an
accessible play area designed to also suit the needs of persons with disabilities
or impaired vision.
Salo Swimming Hall has a 30-meter water slide, a cold pool, and diving
platforms (1, 3, and 5 m) that draw kids and young people to the bright
and versatile swimming hall. The youngest members of the family have their
own kid’s pool heated up to 30 degrees, where they can play with water
toys and swoop down a kid-sized water slide. The swimming hall organises
kids’ activities and water gymnastics open to all. The swimming hall also
features warm therapy and recreational pools with massage stations, and two
25-metre pools. While on your way to the swimming hall through the Sports
Park, you can admire an impressive work of art, namely Pekka Jylhä’s gigantic
and colourful beach ball.
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SPORTS • EVENTS • ACTIVITIES

Salo Sports Park – an urban oasis

Hai-park
tel. +358 (0)40 168 6400

4.

SSO Ice Hall
jaaliikuntahalli.oy
@salo.salonseutu.fi

13. Salohalli sports centre
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4750
Salo bowling alley
tel. +358 (0)44 733 3071

5.

Salo Ice Hall
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4731

6.

Family Park and outdoor
fitness equipment

7.

Football fields
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4725

8.

Salo Tennis Centre
tel. +358 (0)500 946 736

9.

Heated artificial turf field
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4725

10. Tennis and basketball courts
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4725
11. Central sports field
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4725

14. Salo Golf Centre
tel. +358 (0)500 535 063
Restaurant Maranklubi
tel. +358 (0)400 822 332
15. Swimming hall
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4720
16. Urheilutalo sports centre
& office
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4750,
+358 (0)2 778 4715
17. Salo Upper Secondary
School
Beach volley and basketball
courts
18. Uskela stairs
19. Information board

See &
experience

Skate park and dog park

3.

For children
& families

2.

Salo Golf
Relaxed city golf in the middle of the
best sports park in Finland.
We are only a one-minute drive away
from the marketplace. For those who
do not have much time, we have an
affordable 9-hole offer. We also have
a minigolf course!
Tervetuloa!
Salo Golf
Anistenkatu 1
24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 721 7300
www.salogolf.fi
VisitSalo.fi
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12. Aninen equestrian area
tel. +358 (0)40 900 9518

Meet &
celebrate

Disc golf course and fitness
track at Pahkavuori

Live &
enjoy

1.

Eat & sleep

Salo Sports Park is located just one kilometre from Salo city centre.
The area comprises a total of almost 100 hectares reserved for sports
and exercising. Salo Sports Park hosts a wealth of different facilities for
dozens of different sports, both indoors and outdoors.
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Cycling in Salo
Salo offers an excellent range of cycling opportunities, which have even
improved substantially in the past years. All bikers are sure to find a route to
their liking in the Salo area.
Tour bikers will surely enjoy the Coastal Route that takes bikers to
the sights of Teijo or around a 200-kilometre route via Bengtskär lighthouse
back to Salo.
Off-road bikers can head to Tupuri MTB Park, located just 3 km from the
city centre, which – so far – offers ten off-road tracks with different levels of
difficulty. Bikers can also drive along the forest roads and paths of the Lehmijärvi hiking trail to access the routes of Teijo National Park. In the spring
of 2020, Teijo Ski & Action centre will host the opening of a brand-new
off-road cycling centre, Meri-Teijo Bike Park, with lifts taking bikers up the
slopes. There are also several other unmarked off-road cycling trails around
the Salo region.
Completed in the fall of 2019, there is now a good-size Pumptrack course in
Tupuri, where you can sharpen your bike control skills.
On-road cycling enthusiasts can ride on asphalt roads around Salo, ranging
from shorter 50-kilometre tracks to a trail of over 200 kilometres that goes
around the entire Salo economic area.
Urban cycling is made easy by the extensive pedestrian and cycle route
network in Salo that covers the entire urban area all the way to Inkere and
Märynummi.
Ilari Koivusalo,
Habanero Mountainbikers ry.
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Bikers can choose the tracks they like
and come down at their own pace.
However, safety comes always first.
Helmets are mandatory, and younger
visitors must be accompanied by
an experienced biker, as the tracks
are not supervised. According to
Salminen, the suitable age to take up Leivo was raised up in Salo, and he has
biking is 8–10 years.
watched off-road and downhill biking
become more and more popular since
Coming up: competitions and
the early 2010s. He feels that the
international visitors
local biking-related possibilities are
Meri-Teijo Bike Park is also a stage for increasing: “There is something here
professional bikers. Before the park for everyone, for professionals and
opens, it will serve as the venue for beginners alike.”
an Enduro Warm-up race, and later
on the park will host a Finnish DH Leivo knows the entrepreneurs
Cup race. Finnish Championships are behind Bike Park from before. He
already in the plans for the year 2021. feels that the versatility of the park is
one of its most important assets. “It
“There have been many interested is great that the Bike Park invests in
bikers particularly from the Turku a customer-oriented approach. This
region, as our Bike Park is the first of way, even beginners can easily take
its kind in Southwest Finland. Tourists up biking,” says Leivo.
from Southern Europe and the UK
have also found this area. There is a
VisitSalo.fi
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Support from a professional
Even Petteri Leivo, Finnish Champion
in downhill biking, recognises the
biking opportunities provided by
Teijo. “The local nature alone draws
people here. When we add versatile
biking tracks to the equation, we
have a recipe for success,” Leivo says.

See &
experience

“We have also been talking to
Metsähallitus about guided tours
in Teijo National Park. The vast
landscapes and easily accessible
location of Teijo attract visitors from
near and far,” says Salminen.

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

Up with lift, down with speed
The Bike Park tracks can be accessed
with the anchor lifts of the Teijo ski
resort. The rest is downhill from there,
although some pedalling is needed
on the longer tracks. Experienced
bikers are encouraged to bring their
own bikes. The Bike Park rents out

lot of potential in Teijo,” Salminen
believes.

For children
& families

In the first year, the park will feature
10 different tracks ranging from easy
ones to professional and enduro
tracks. The easier flow tracks have
no rocks or stumps, and they can
be rolled down with ease. The
tracks vary in length between 400
metres and one kilometre. The more
challenging tracks include technical
sections and big jumps. “The point of
these obstacles is to stir up feelings
and make even experienced bikers
feel petrified,” Salminen warns.

off-road and downhill bikes and
Fatbikes, and equipment and spare
parts are also available. Even though
the park is intended for customers
of all skill levels, the Bike Park only
uses top-of-the-line bicycles. “When
it comes to quality, our ideology is
to provide services for enthusiasts by
other enthusiasts. If you set off with
bad equipment, you are headed for a
disaster,” Salminen explains.

Shop &
decorate

An extensive range of trails and
difficulty levels
Meri-Teijo Bike Park, a centre
specialised in off-road and downhill
biking, will be opened next to Teijo
Ski & Action Park in May 2020. The
founders Jani Salminen and Valtteri
Vainio have wanted to create a
versatile cycling destination in Teijo
with something for all skills and
styles. “The cycling enthusiasts of
Salo have been waiting for such a
park for a long time. We are excited
to say that the wait is finally over,”
says Jani Salminen.

Meet &
celebrate

The lush, green forest trails of the national parks, the long Coastal Route, and the cosy rest stops in the historical ironworks
villages attract cyclists from near and far. But if you are looking for speed and challenges – then your destination is Meri-Teijo
Bike Park.

Live &
enjoy

Thrill of speed at Meri-Teijo Bike Park

Nature tourism
In addition to Teijo National Park, Salo has many great hiking destinations
where visitors can learn about our rich cultural history and diverse nature. There
are ancient trails and culture tracks that tell the story of the early inhabitants
of the area. There are also nature trails and rapids where visitors can see birds
and plants as well as landscapes shaped by the ice age. We have worked
continuously to improve the conditions for camping and hiking in nature, and
accessibility has also been taken into account.

Latokartanonkoski rapids nature trail

Located in Perniö, Salo, in Kiskonjoki River, the Latokartanonkoski rapids are
the most impressive white-water area in Southern Finland. The fall height of
the rapids is almost 16 metres on a 500-metre stretch. The frothing rush of
the rapids is breath-taking, particularly during the spring and autumn floods.
There are many signs along the rapids of earlier settlements and human activity
in different centuries. The rapids have powered mills, sawmills, ironworks, tilt
mills, and distilleries. A crown mill has possibly occupied the spot in the 14th
and 15th century, and the ruins of a mill built in 1805 can be admired from the
mill bridge. This area is home to various animals and even endangered species,
including otters, bats, mussels, European dippers, and salmon fish.
Nature trails run through the nature conservation area and partially on private
land, forming a 2.2-kilometre long medium-difficulty trail, which is ideally
suited for a short daytrip. The trail takes approximately 40 minutes to walk,
and you can find information about the history and nature of the area posted
along the way.
The nature trails start from the parking area at the end of the road that turns
from the Hästöntie road at Hästöntie 140. Come enjoy and experience the
majestic rapids!

Accessible trail at Halikonlahti Bay
In autumn 2019, a section of the Halikonlahti bird trail was turned into an
accessible route. The accessible trail is 1.9 kilometres long and it winds along
the beautiful shoreline of Viurilanlahti Bay, circling around the tailing pond of
the wastewater treatment plant. The trail is even and coated in many places
with stone dust, so it is possible to go around even with a wheelchair, walker,
or a baby stroller. The departure point for the accessible trail is at Satamakatu
49, Salo. Viurilanlahti Bay has been a well-known and valuable bird-watching
site since the 19th century. The trail is not maintained for winter use.
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The Bergvik nature trail is located in the area of the Bergvik activity centre, 18
kilometres towards Helsinki from Salo city centre. There are two marked routes
to choose from, approximately three and five kilometres in length. There are
guideposts and two lean-to shelters along the trail. Visitors are free to bring
firewood from the trail starting point to the lean-to shelter. The Bergvik forests
are maintained in accordance with the forest management plan prepared by
the Southwest Finland Forestry Centre. Along the nature trail, visitors can pick
berries and mushrooms (depending on the season) and enjoy the wonderful
diversity of nature. Bergvikintie 43, Salo

Märynummi hiking trail

Särkisalo &
the sea

There is wide variety in the Märynummi hiking trail terrain. The trail is suitable
for fit hikers who enjoy a versatile route. The trail includes, for example, forest
paths, bogs, rocks, and roads. The length of the marked trail is just over five
kilometres. The trail starts at the parking area, just outside Märynummi town
centre. Hirvitie 96. There is also an 18-hole disc golf course near the starting
point of the hiking trail.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Rikala ancient trail and burial site from the 11th–13th century

Markets &
events

This ancient trail (20 min) circles the Rikalanmäki hill and tells the story of
the area’s settlement and life during the Iron Age. Guideposts along the trail
provide visitors with information especially on burial traditions, trade culture
and the phases of archaeological research in the area. The stone foundations
and cellar depressions of buildings long since gone serve as a reminder of later
settlements in the area. In addition to ancient ruins, visitors can also explore
Finnish cultural vegetation along the trail. Rikalantie 74, Salo.

Vaisakko grove and nature trail

Eat & sleep

Bordered by Viurilanlahti Bay, the Vaisakko Nature Reserve on the western
shore of Halikonlahti Bay is composed of rocky forests that are typical of the
area and of interspersed groves. The area’s hardwood forests and massive
oaks are unique, and the area is home to many rare fungi and lichen species.
Vaisakko is at its best in springtime when the anemones bloom.
www.luontoon.fi/vaisakko

Viitankruunu historical trail

See &
experience

The Viitankruunu historical site contains three impressive burial mounds
dating back to the Bronze Age. The burial mounds offer a fantastic view over
Halikonlahti Bay. There is a parking area at the start of the trail. The parking
area can be accessed from the curve at Merikulmantie 255.

For children
& families

Aneriojärvi nature and culture trail

Shop &
decorate

The Aneriojärvi nature and culture trail is located in Suomusjärvi, near the
township of Kitula. The nature trail goes mostly on duckboards, as the area
is prone to flooding. A bird-watching tower and a bird-watching shelter built
using ancient techniques can be found along the trail. The trail consists of two
parts: there is an approximately 1.2-kilometre long nature trail for hiking on
the shoreline of Lake Aneriojärvi, and a 7-kilometre cycling route that passes
through the local farmlands.

Vuohensaari nature trail

Meet &
celebrate

The island of Vuohensaari is located in Halinkonlahti Bay, a few kilometres from
Salo city centre. Today, Vuohensaari serves as an idyllic recreational retreat.
The nature trail consists of 17 theme areas, starting from the Vuohensaari
parking area at the end of Satamakatu and then continuing clockwise around
the island and ending at the camping area beach. The trail is also suitable for
families with children.

Live &
enjoy

For more information on the wide range of possibilities, visit
www.visitsalo.fi/luontokohteet
VisitSalo.fi
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Find out more about the destinations
www.salo.fi/retkeilykohteet

Paddling route along seaside Salo
Ski and fitness tracks
www.salo.fi/ladut

Hiking trail on foot or by bike
Salo-Lehmijärvi-Teijo National Park

Coastal Route on bike

Coastal Route on bike
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BIKING
29. Teijo Bike Park
Teijontie 345, 25570 Teijo
30. Tupuri MTB Park
Kalkkimäenrinne 80, 24280 Salo
31. Pumptrack
Kalkkimäenrinne 3, 24280 Salo
32. Jeturkasti circle trail 4,6 km
33. Mikkossuo circle trail 6,2 km
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22

For children
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Eat & sleep

GOLF COURSES
25. Salo Golf
Anistenkatu 1, 24100 Salo
26. Wiurila Golf
Viurilantie 126, 24910 SALO
27. Meri-Teijo Golf,
Lanskalantie 56, 25570 Teijo
SKIING
28. Teijo Ski & Action Park
Teijontie 345, 25570 Teijo

FRISBEEGOLF
19. Kuusjoki, 9 fairways
Järvitie 142, 25340 Salo
20. Märynummi, 18 fairways
Hirvitie 135, 25250 Salo
21. Pahkavuori, 12 fairways
Majavakatu 9, 24100 Salo
22. Perniö, 8 fairways
Erveläntie 16, 25500 Salo
23. Tupurin, 18 fairways
Kalkkimäenrinne 80, 24280 Salo
24. Kiikala, 6 fairways
Suomusjärventie 151, 25390 Salo
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SWIMMING ARES
9. Vuohensaari swimming beac
Satamakatu 102, Salo,
10. Piiljärvi
Piiljärventie 34, Muurla
11. Iso-Kisko swimming beach
Kajalanrantatie 334, Kisko
12. Kirakka swimming beach
Kirakantie 239, Perniö
13. Mathildedal seashore beach
Matildan puistotie, Perniö
14. Vähäjärvi swimming beach
Sauruntie 393, Perniö
15. Meripirtti swimming beach
Särkisalontie 590, Särkisalo
16. Förby swimming beach
(Karl Forsström Ab)
Särkisalontie 1361, Särkisalo
17. Hossus swimming beach
Hossuksentie 114, Pertteli
18. Sipilä swimming beach
Laidikkeentie 127, Suomusjärvi

www.salo.fi/uimarannat

11
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1. Härjanvatsa
Silvantie 2, Kiikala
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4773
Sauna available for rent.
2. Kokkila
Kokkilantie 880, Halikko
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4778
3. Lehmijärvi
Lehmirannantie 121, Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4777,
lifeguard on duty
4. Märynummi
Hirvitie 92, Halikko
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4772
5. Naarjärvi
Uimarannantie 245, Perniö
tel. +358 (0)2 778 4775
Sauna available for rent.
6. Nummijärvi
Järvitie 91, Kuusjoki
tel. +358 (0)44 778 4774
Sauna available for rent.
7. Varvojärvi
Varvontie 487, Pertteli
Sauna available for rent.
tel. +358 (0)40 030 3009
www.salonkylmauimarit.fi
8. Niksaari
Niksaarentie 340, Särkisalo
Niksaaren Tiiranta Oy
tel. +358 (0)40 587 0848

SWIMMING BEACHES WITH SAUNAS

SWIMMING BEACHES IN SALO

Coastal Route – a cycling route
Tour biking is growing constantly more and more popular, and the number
of cyclists along the Coastal Route is increasing each year. The Coastal Route
starts from Salo and heads out to the beautiful Teijo National Park via three
idyllic ironworks villages – Kirjakkala, Teijo, and Mathildedal.
The Coastal Route has been extended, and you can now make your way also
to the seaside township of Särkisalo and its selection of idyllic summer cafés.
The route then winds its way via the Strömma Canal to the Kemito islands
and continues all the way to Kasnäs. From Kasnäs, you can take an interisland ferry to the outer archipelago to the villages of Rosala and Hitis, or
visit the island of Högsåra. You can also make your way to the fortress island
of Örö, where you can explore the area on your bike.
It is also possible to travel by sea from Kasnäs to Hanko – the southernmost
point of Finland. From Hanko, you can pedal your way to Ekenäs, and then
head North and back to Salo. The total length of the route is approximately
200 kilometres.
Renting a bicycle is easy, as there are many rental outlets along the route.
You can rent a bike at one rental point and return it to another. There are
bike rental points in Salo city centre, Mathildedal ironworks village, and
Särkisalo. www.visitsalo.fi/pyorienvuokraus
Hop on a bike and pedal your way from Salo to the archipelago.
www.rannikkoreitti.fi

Paddling route in seaside Salo
The waterways in Salo offer a unique way of experiencing the
history and nature of the region.
The length of the seaside river and sea route (via Uskelanjoki River to
Särkisalo) is approximately 55 kilometres, which can be divided, for example,
into about 5 hours of paddling on two days.
There are many different ways to organise a paddling trip. You can rent
a canoe for your own use or book a guided trip and equipment with an
experienced service provider.
www.salo.fi/retkeilykohteet

Hiking trail Salo-Lehmijärvi-Teijo National Park
Now you can make your way either on foot or by bike along a guided route
from Salo city centre all the way to Kirjakkala in Teijo National Park. The trail
runs across field and forest landscapes on cycleways, sand and forest roads,
and paths. The total length of the trail is 21 kilometres. Interesting sites
along the trail include a lean-to shelter, several campfire sites, a fantastic
viewpoint and an ancient trail (the route via Viitankruunu).
Due to the length and altitude variations of the route, the trail is classified as
medium level in terms of difficulty, which means it is suitable for fit persons
with no mobility restrictions. The trail is only available during snow-free
season, as it is not maintained for winter use. The trail takes approximately
five hours on foot and 1.5 hours by bike. In the summer, the Lehmijärvi
swimming beach features a sauna and a kiosk. The endpoints of the trail are
close to the services of Salo city centre and Kirjakkala ironworks village.
For more information: www.salo.fi/retkeilykohteet
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The theatres, summer theatres, movie theatres, museums, and libraries
of Salo provide entertainment for families with their versatile programme
choices. For example, in Salo Electronics Museum you can test old video
games, make a phone call through a manual switchboard, or watch hit TV
shows from past decades. The local museums of Salo have something to see
and experience for the whole family – take your family on a holiday outing
and learn about the local history!

VisitSalo.fi
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The island of Vuohensaari is an oasis right next to the city centre. The
charming island features a camping area, a swimming beach, a nature trail,
a playground, a minigolf course, a summer theatre, and a summer caférestaurant.

For children
& families

Salo has a versatile selection of sports activities and destinations for the
whole family! Go hiking on the family-friendly trails of Teijo National Park,
see the Pumptrack course in Tupuri, or explore the renewed skate park in
Salo Sports Park. Salo Sports Park is the best sports park in Finland, and
there is also a wonderful large playground, Family Park.

Shop &
decorate

For children
&
families

Meet &
celebrate

Salo offers many family events ranging from the Children’s Song City festival
to the Salo Circus Festival and the multicultural workshops of the EtnoSalo
Festival. In addition, the programme-packed summer Sundays and famous
Thursday evening markets – with top performers – at the Salo Marketplace
provide families with perfect opportunities for enjoying summertime in Salo.

Live &
enjoy

Salo is a fun destination that offers an indoor playground, guided hikes,
horseback riding, an accessible bird trail, geocaching, swimming, numerous
playgrounds, and much more.

Toivo Farm

Children’s Song City

Supervised birthday parties with a handicrafts theme. The birthday child
can choose the theme according to their interests. The parties are suitable
for children who are 6–12 years of age. There are projects and activities
available that suit all age groups and skill levels. It is also possible to use
recycled materials. The packages include the use of the facilities, catering,
instructions and supplies. Parties are held in Toivon Tilan Vintti (Ammakontie
130, Halikko as.)

The Children’s Song City festival
celebrates its 30th jubilee.

Feel free to make your own suggestions or book a party at your own home!

The children’s song festival will
be organised in and around Salo
Marketplace on 4–7 June 2020,
after which the Sunday markets with
programme will continue on summer
Sundays until the end of August.

toivontila@gmail.com
tel. +358 (0)50 518 0896
www.toivontila.fi

For more information on the festival
and other events:
www.lastenlaulukaupunki.fi

@toivontila

Bring your grandkids to Lehmiranta Holiday Centre
Winter and summer holidays are often a time when grandmothers and
grandfathers get to spend time with their grandchildren. So, head out for
a grandparents’ and grandkids’ special holiday in Lehmiranta on 17–19
February and/or 15–18 June 2020. For each day, Lehmiranta offers instructed
programme choices, including candy bingo, outdoor activities, playing,
making music, swimming, and much more. The kitchen of Lehmiranta will
take care of all meals!
Read more on our website. Ask for accommodation packages also for the
Salo PowerCup tournament on 4–7 June 2020.
Lehmirannantie 12, 25170 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 727 5200
lehmiranta@elakeliitto.fi, www.lehmiranta.fi

Hair Salon Merinell
At Hair Salon Merinell, each
customer is a princess!
Did you know that you can organise
an unforgettable princess birthday
party at our salon? Hair Salon
Merinell, for all your celebrations.
Länsiranta 8,
tel. +358 (0)2 733 6110
Vilhonkatu 8,
tel. +358 (0)2 733 2158
www.merinell.fi
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TIPPUKIVITAPAUS AT THE THEATRE OF SALO
Wordplay, catchy music and contemporary
theatre for the children and grown-ups of today!
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Tippukivitapaus, or Case Dripstone, is a family musical
based on Laura Ruohonen’s original poetry book
and Anna-Mari Kähärä’s music. Tippukivitapaus was
awarded as the best play script in 2017 and as the best
children’s music record in 2018.
Previously known from the Finnish television series
Yökyöpelit (Night Owls), supergranny Päätäi Väätäinen
receives her first spy mission from the special agent
Agenttinero Naru. The brave little bean Seija Soija has
left the bean jar to search for adventures, and together
with her new friend, the shy Hujoppi, she tries to find
the world’s best hiding place. They are followed by
Tukaani who is learning to fly. On their journey, they
meet exciting characters and creatures and make their
way through, for example, the nine-star luxury hotel
Hiippailuhotelli all the way to dripstone caves deep
underground.
Director Johanna Parkkinen
The show premiers on Friday 20 March 2020, and the
last performance is on Saturday 9 May 2020.
We recommend the play for over three-year-olds.
The duration of the show is around two hours
(including an intermission).
Tickets from Lippupiste or the Theatre of Salo.
Group tickets from the office of the Theatre of Salo.

Alkumaa Oy

See &
experience

Alkumaan palveluiden tavoitteena
on lasten ja nuorten sekä heidän
perheiden hyvinvoinnin edistäminen
ja erityistä tukea tarvitsevien lasten ja
nuorten huostaanoton ja syrjäytymisen ehkäiseminen ennaltaehkäisevällä ammatillisella toiminnalla.

Forest adventures for families

On our farm, we offer professionally and creatively implemented group
activities for children, young people and adults, and especially for persons
in need of special support. We believe in the healing power of authenticity,
nature, and animals. The forest serves as the perfect venue for activities, stories
and adventures in accordance with the wishes and challenges of your group.

A trip to a forest is always an exciting
adventure for children! The marked
routes and well-maintained resting
areas in Teijo National Park make
hiking with children easy.

• Nature-oriented occupational well-being events
• Memorable farm and forest tours
• Solution-focused neuropsychiatric training
(Nature-oriented programme available also for different events)
Alkumaa Oy • Niina Merivirta • Ajomäentie 103 A, 31400 Somero
+358 (0)40 545 1518 • niina@alkumaa.fi • www.alkumaa.fi

Lake Matildanjärvi trail 5.5 km
2.5-5 hours
Nenusta trail 3.6 km 2-3 hours
Totti nature trail 1.3 km 1–2 hours
First section of the Lake Sahajärvi
trail 1.5 km 1–3 hours

VisitSalo.fi
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Alkumaa – the best day ever!
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www.alkumaa.fi
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Alkumaa Oy
Niina Merivirta
Ajomäentie 103 A, 31400 Somero
040 545 1518 • niina@alkumaa.fi

We here in Salo are very proud of our city’s reputation as a good
place to shop.

Shop
&
decorate

There are numerous unique shops in the city centre where you
can make great finds in a laid-back atmosphere. There are already
quite a few third-generation shopkeepers in the boutiques, so you
are sure to get personal and professional service. The high-quality
shopping centres and other shops offer wide selections, and the Salo
Marketplace and evening markets on Thursdays are well worth a visit
in the summer.
No crowds, friendly service, good selections and free parking –
a truly great combination in Salo!
Ylhäisten Sisustustehdas
Our store is located in an old crispbread factory in Salo. The industrial character of the building creates a unique environment for our interior design
powerhouse. Here you can find Finnish brand items, a versatile furniture line,
and the largest carpet selection in Finland, imported by our own company. An
important part of our operations is our comprehensive and skilled styling and
interior design service, aimed at creating unique environments for each of our
customers. Our store also offers versatile and professional sewing services.
Welcome for a shopping spree at our factory!
Open Mon–Fri 10:00am–6:00pm, Sat 10:00am–3:00pm
Ylhäistentie 3, 24130 Salo
tel. +358 (0)44 788 9904
info@sisustustehdas.fi, www.sisustustehdas.fi

Bizarre
Bizarre is a wonderful mixture of personality and colours. The unique clothes,
accessories, and decorative items support sustainable development. The
ecological and aesthetic approach is clearly visible also in the shop’s decor that
is an ode to recycling. In Bizarre, friendly service is a priority. Bizarre is also a
bar, café, performance venue, and restaurant – see more online.
Salo Artists’ Association’s art lending service – buy or rent authentic art.
Shop open Tue–Fri 11:00am–6:00pm, Sat 11:00am–4:00pm
Helsingintie 2, 24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)40 550 9105
bizarre@bizarre.fi
www.bizarre.fi
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MUURLA
The inviting Muurla store, covering over a thousand square metres, is a place where the brand's modern twists
meet the treasures of previous seasons. In our store, Muurla’s own product range is complemented with carefully
selected brands and decorative items, always in keeping with the season.

Markets &
events

Muurla’s product development is focused around functionality and timeless, yet impressive designs. The primary
materials used in our cooking items, tableware, and decorative objects are glass, top-quality enamel, and Finnish
wood. In addition to our own patterns, we sell licence products adorned with, for example, the beloved Moomins
or Pippi Longstocking with friends.

Eat & sleep

In connection with the store there is a café-restaurant that serves a daily lunch buffet, seasonal à la carte dishes,
and fresh-baked pastries. You can also buy our homemade pastries to take home or for presents. You can find our
updated lunch menu at maittavamenu.fi. Accessing the Muurla store is easy from the E18 motorway or national
road 110. We are located 15 kilometres towards Helsinki from the centre of Salo.
Welcome to Muurla!

See &
experience

Muurlantie 9
25130 Muurla
Myymälä tel. +358 (0)20 711 8899
Ravintola tel. +358 (0)20 711 8885
www.muurla.com

Live &
enjoy

Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

For children
& families

See you also on social media!
You can find us on Instagram @muurladesign and on Facebook under Muurla
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Design Hill Probably the best rest stop in
Finland
Situated in Halikko along the
Helsinki-Turku motorway.
Our extensive Scandinavian lifestyle
selection offers beautiful and
practical items from famous Finnish
and foreign brands for yourself or as
presents – whether you are looking
for something new or something
classic, or just something that brings
you joy!
Explore also our café’s versatile
selection of tasty products and lunch
choices.
We are open
Mon–Fri 9:00am–7:00pm, Sat
9:00am–6:00pm,
Sun 12noon–7:00pm.
(See holiday opening hours at www.
designhill.fi or on Facebook: Design
Hill.)
Vaskiontie 418, 24800 Halikko
www.designhill.fi
tel. +358(0)2736 2266

Salon Sisustus ja Tapetti Oy
We are an interior design shop in Salo. Our shop offers an exceptionally
wide selection of wallpapers and Annie Sloan interior paints right off the
shelf. Our wallpaper selection includes all materials and price ranges,
including specially dimensioned graphic wallpapers.
We also provide interior design services with almost 20 years of experience.
We organise Annie Sloan Chalk Paint TM courses where you can study new
techniques and learn how to use other AS products.
Come get inspired – this is the place to get things done.
Helsingintie 27, 24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)44 284 9417
sanna@sisustusjatapetti.fi
www.sisustusjatapetti.fi

Decor Artikki Oy
From Artikki, you can order fabrics for both everyday life and special
occasions. Depending on your wishes, we can make anything from single
curtains to complete textile sets for your home, including everything from
curtains to pillows and from bedspreads to chair covers.
If you want, our design specialists will come to your home to take the
necessary measurements and draw up plans based on your wishes.
Inspired by our customers’ wishes, we have also started up a renovation
service: wallpapers, bathroom renovations and construction projects are also
included in our repertoire.
Länsiranta 8, 24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)40 516 8726
helena.virta@artikki.fi
www.artikki.fi
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Leino Design Shop
Leino Design Shop features stylish
Finnish design and handicraft items,
including stainless steel lanterns,
candles, home textiles, bags, soaps,
jewellery, posters, and leather
products.
Harventajankuja 5, 24130 Salo
tel. +358 (0)50 505 0879
info@leinodesign.fi
http://www.leinodesign.fi

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages
Manor estates
& excursions
Särkisalo &
the sea
Lake-Salo &
the countryside
Markets &
events
Eat & sleep
Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

@kauppakeskusplaza

Live &
enjoy

facebook.com/kauppakeskusplaza

See &
experience

According to our customers, Plaza is the perfect-sized shopping centre. It is
the living room of the local residents. The vibrant shopping centre wants to
stay connected with its customers by organising numerous events and being
active on social media.
Plaza is easy to reach. The railway and bus stations are only two minutes away.
Plaza offers its customers three hours of free parking in its parking garage,
protected from wind and rain. There are four entrances to the parking garage:
one from both Mariankatu and Annankatu, and two from Asemakatu. The
shopping centre has 750 parking spaces, a third of which are heated. The
garage also hosts a car wash and charging points for electric cars.
There are over 50 stores and services in the shopping centre. After a while, it
is nice to take a break from shopping and have a bite in one of the charming
cafés and restaurants. You can pamper yourself with beauty treatments,
acupuncture or different massage services. You can also see a doctor at the
Mehiläinen Health Centre, a dental specialist at the Oral dental clinic, or visit
a pharmacy.
Plaza is a highly active shopping centre that offers interesting events for the
customers all year round. The event themes include, among others, health,
children, fashion, price campaigns, hobbies, the birthday of Plaza, and the
Christmas season opening. One of the public favourites is the locals’ very
own dance competition, the humorous Tanssii Tuttujen Kanssa (“Dancing
with familiar faces”).
Plaza is well worth following also on social media – just to keep up with all
the events in the shopping centre. Information about events can be found on
the Plaza website at www.kauppakeskusplaza.fi, on the Plaza Shopper mobile
app, and on Facebook and Instagram.

For children
& families

Plaza Shopping Centre is located right in the heart of Salo!
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Welcome to Women’s Paradise
Vilhonkatu 1, torin ja kauppakeskuksen puolivälissä

Modaliisa
Individual fashion for
everyday use, sizes XS-XXXL
tel. +358 (0)40 566 9317
www.modaliisa.fi

&

Liivi-Lehti
Bras and swimwear with
sales assistance
tel. +358 (0)2 731 3281

Mon–Fri 9:30am–5:00pm
Sat 9:30am–2:00pm

Salon Turkisateljee
Fur repair and remodelling is an
ecological choice.
Länsiranta 8, Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 733 4224
Tiina Suokorpi +358 (0)40 724 3106
Open
Tue–Fri 10:00am–5:00pm
Sat 10:00am–2:00pm
Mon Closed
www.salonturkisateljee.fi

Maripuoti Boutique
A special boutique for women’s and men’s clothing and interior design right
in Salo city centre. We sell quality brands such as Marimekko, Ritva Falla,
Aino, Marc O´Polo, Laurie, Aarikka, KN Collection, and THEONE.
We also provide timeless high-quality Marimekko business gifts and sewing
services.
Local service since 1964!
Welcome to Maripuoti!
PLEASE NOTE! Our new location at the best marketplace in Finland.
Horninkatu 9, 24100 Salo
Mon–Fri 10:00am–5:30pm (on evening market Thursdays 10:00am–7:00pm),
Sat 10:00am–2:00pm
+358 (0)2 731 7083 | salo@maripuoti.fi | www.maripuoti.fi
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Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Maleena Boutique
A women’s clothing boutique filled
with beautiful and unique outfits for
festive occasions and everyday life.

Beauty Salon Rosmarinus
Do you want a healthier skin? In my
beauty salon, you will always get
individual skin care instructions and
find efficient products and treatments,
all in a peaceful atmosphere. Product
series include BTB13, Ekopharma, Dr.
Baumann, and Artdeco.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside
For children
& families

Turuntie 14
24240 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 731 3103
rosmarinus@sposti.net
www.rosmarinus.fi

Salon Skinlab
A full-service beauty salon including DiegoDallaPalma Pro beauty
treatments. RVB LAB The Make Up service and shop. Our 30 years of
experience and expertise ensure that with us, the customer is always the
centre of attention. We train ourselves constantly to keep up with current
trends and introduce them to our customers. Give yourself or someone
special the gift of well-being and health – for body and soul.

Live &
enjoy

Turuntie 8, 24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)45 614 1500

Shop &
decorate

For women who appreciate individual
fashion, high-quality service and
timeless classics, right on the Salo
Fashion Street. We favour Finnish
clothing design and manufacturing.
Linen is one of our favourite materials
(e.g. Tarina-Asu, Saagadesign, Anne
Lamberg).
We also carry an ample stock of plus
sizes. Our store also features the pant
store NP Palveleva housushop.
Turuntie 10, 24240 Salo
tel. +358 (0)45 277 3680
kaunoleninki@gmail.com
www.kaunoleninki.fi

Meet &
celebrate

Kaunoleninki

Markets &
events

A women’s clothing and accessory
boutique at the Salo Marketplace.
Fashionable and unique clothing. Bags,
jewellery and hair accessories. Also, a
PLUS size clothing line and
www.cocofashion.fi online store.
Villa COCO
Horninkatu 13 C 4
24100 SALO
Mobile:
tel. +358 (0)45 6454 344
info@cocofashion.fi
www.facebook.com/villacocofashion.fi/

Eat & sleep

Villa Coco

See &
experience

Turuntie 3
24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)50 300 4009
info@maleena.fi
www.maleena.fi

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

Welcome to our expert store with
great service!

info@salonskinlab.fi, www.salonskinlab.fi
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Headline – House of Beauty
Now you can find all our expert team’s services under one roof. We serve customers in
our fantastic new facilities in Salo city centre – with 30 years of experience.
Our beauty salon offers Headline's complete hairdresser’s services along with versatile
high-class barbershop services. The professional beauticians of our salon Beauty Headline will take care of you non-stop throughout the entire relaxing treatment. Our hair
product and cosmetics store sells an extensive range of top-quality items.
The new facilities allow for the organisation of customised events even for larger
groups! Pampering treatments, bachelorette parties, wedding groups, preparations for
a celebration... We will provide everything you need from hair and nails to a beautiful
make-up.
We are here for you! WELCOME!
For more information on our services, visit www.headline.ac.
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Barbershop and
Hairdresser’s
Salon Headline
Turuntie 4
+358 (0)2 731 2241
Day Spa
Beauty Headline
Turuntie 4
+358 (0)2 733 3780
www.headline.ac

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Salon Silmälasikeskus

Manor estates
& excursions

Located right in the middle of Salo,
Salon Silmälasikeskus is a full-service
optician’s shop. The company was
founded in 1972, which makes it the
oldest private optician’s shop in Salo.
Decades of experience combined
with expertise and modern methods
guarantee excellent service in all
matters related to your sight.

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Särkisalo &
the sea

Come to us when you want to be
an eyewear trendsetter. We will help
you create a look that suits your personality. When you want to see well
and look good, our specialists are at
your service!
Open
Mon–Fri 9:00am–5:00pm
Sat 9:00am–2:00pm

For children
& families

See &
experience

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

Turuntie 14
24240 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 727 2800
www.optikkosalo.fi
info@optikkosalo.fi

Our café serves a wide selection of sweet and savoury treats. Kids are sure to
appreciate our great play area with non-stop cartoons all day long. We have
wide aisles and entrances that are suitable for persons with reduced mobility.
Welcome!

Live &
enjoy

Open Mon-Fri 10:00–6:00pm, Sat–Sun 10:00am–3:00pm.
Special opening hours listed on our website.
Vilhonkatu 22 • 24100 SALO • tel. +358 (0)40 769 0890
info@kirppisaarresaari.fi • www.kirppisaarresaari.fi

Meet &
celebrate

A bright and tidy second-hand shop in the city centre, near the bus and train
stations and shopping centres. We have something for everyone, and you
might end up spending an entire day with us. Our extensive second-hand
shop boasts more than 250 stalls.

Shop &
decorate

Café & Second Hand Aarresaari

VisitSalo.fi
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11

ACCOMMODATION

➊

Salo Art Museum Veturitalli
www.salontaidemuseo.fi

➎

Original Sokos Hotel Rikala
www.rikala.fi

➒

Piihotel
www.piihotel.fi

➋

Salon teatteri, the Theatre of Salo
www.salonteatteri.com

➏

Scandic Hotel Salo
www.scandichotels.fi/salo

➓

Vuohensaari Camping
www.vuohensaari.fi

➌

Theatre Provinssi
www.teatteriprovinssi.fi

➐

Hotel Fjalar
www.fjalar.fi

⓫

Lehmiranta Holiday Centre
www.lehmiranta.fi

➍

Astrum-Keskus
astrumkeskus.fi

➑

Hotel Salora
www.hotelsalora.fi

⓬

Toivo Farm
www.toivontila.fi
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Design Hill
www.designhill.fi

Bizarre
www.bizarre.fi

Café Maku
www.cafemaku.fi

⓮

Salon Silmälasikeskus
www.optikkosalo.fi

Salon Sisustus ja Tapetti
www.sisustusjatapetti.fi

Restaurant Salon Seurahuone
www.salonseurahuone.fi

⓯

Kaunoleninki
www.kaunoleninki.fi

Muurla Design
www.muurla.com

⓰

Maleena Boutique
www.maleena.fi

Ylhäisten Sisustustehdas
www.sisustustehdas.fi

⓱

Plaza Shopping Centre
www.kauppakeskusplaza.fi

⓲

Salon Turkisateljee
www.salonturkisateljee.fi

⓳

Decor Artikki
www.artikki.fi

⓴

Maripuoti Boutique
www.maripuoti.fi

Villa Coco
www.cocofashion.fi

Radiokirppis
www.salonradiokirppis.fi
Salon Ekocenter
www.sat-ry.com/ekocenter
Secondhandmarket.fi
www.secondhandmarket.fi

Cafe 68
www.cafe68.fi
Maran klubi
www.maranklubi.fi/

Shop &
decorate

Café & Second Hand Aarresaari
www.kirppisaarresaari.fi

Bakery Leipomokahvila Kuiro
www.kuironleipomo.fi

Salon Skinlab
www.salonskinlab.fi
Headline
www.headline.ac
Rosmarinus
www.rosmarinus.fi

Meet &
celebrate

Liivi-Lehti & Modaliisa

Leino Design
www.leinodesign.fi

Restaurant Kastu
www.ravintolakastu.fi

Hair Salon Merinell
www.merinell.fi

Live &
enjoy

37

⓭

For children
& families

SHOPPING, DELICACIES AND PAMPERING

See &
experience

Eat & sleep

24
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Salo is a great place to organise meetings, celebrations and largescale events. Spend time together and sit down to enjoy a meal
prepared just for you.

Meet
&
celebrate
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Meeting participants can focus on business in manors, ironworks
facilities or in the countryside, close to nature, where it is easy to
escape the workaday world and focus on your own thoughts. For
bigger events, there are modern and practical facilities with good
connections, which can be easily modified to suit different needs.
The region’s various banqueting facilities, manors, farms and villas
ensure that there is always a perfect venue for weddings, large
family events and smaller group gatherings alike. There are also
several churches near the banqueting venues, as well as versatile
accommodation options in hotels, farms and cottages, whatever
fits the nature of the event.

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages
Manor estates
& excursions
Särkisalo &
the sea
Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Salon Seurahuone Banqueting
Service and Little Wedding
Factory
Unforgettable moments, flavours
and ambiance for your special day.
Our expertise, extensive experience,
new ideas and fresh approaches are
at your service. Contact us – let us
plan a unique celebration for you!

Eat & sleep

Markets &
events

Asemakatu 1, 24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 733 7123
www.salonseurahuone.fi
www.littleweddingfactory.com
maija.lehtinen@salonseurahuone.fi

Pukkila Manor
banqueting facilities

See &
experience

Celebrations and meetings in Salo!
In a historic, beautifully rustic setting
with modern comforts.
Villiläntie 276
24130 Salo

For children
& families

tel. +358 (0)400 531 243
Janne Lehmussaari
www.pukkilankartano.fi

Hotel Fjalar

Meet &
celebrate

Shop &
decorate

Hotel Fjalar offers a cosy and
comfortable setting for all meetings.
This peaceful and idyllic hotel is ideal
for accommodating small groups and
party guests. You can even book the
entire hotel for your use! Contact us
and let us plan the perfect meeting
& accommodation package just for
you!

Live &
enjoy

Rinteentie 5, 24240 Salo
tel. +358 (0)2 777 600
info@fjalar.fi
www.fjalar.fi
VisitSalo.fi
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Teijo Catering
Teijo Catering – let us help you.
We serve cold and hot foods – in a flexible, safe and customised way. Your
party will not be dependent on electricity or other factors that may affect
cooking, as our truck comes with its own kitchen and cold room. We offer
personalised top-quality catering services for weddings, communions and
birthdays alike. Sit back and let us help you. We will put our expertise, heart
and soul into making your day perfect. Catering services – make your party a
bit easier. We use flat-rate pricing, so our invoices include no surprises. With
heart and extensive experience – Teijo Catering. We operate in the Turku–
Helsinki area.
tel. +358 (0)50 592 9301
teijocatering@gmail.com
www.teijocatering.fi

Bar Bizarre
A globally local café bar that feels like
home, but also encourages to explore
the unknown. We serve pastries made
in our own kitchen and snacks for
hungry visitors. Bizarre is a place for
live music, meeting friends and taking
a break.
In our cosy restaurant, local ingredients
are paired with flavours from around
the world.
Here you can organise parties, meetings Inviting and elegant Villa Meri
and private events.
and its surroundings offer a
Ask for more information!
unique setting for celebrations and
corporate events on the beautiful
There is no need to pretend here.
island of Särkisalo. Villa Meri is
Come as you are – or be a bit bizarre!
equally suited for atmospheric
winter weddings in candlelight and
Bar & Restaurant Bizarre
for summer weddings in the fresh
Helsingintie 2, 24100 Salo
sea breeze. Facilities for up to 100
tel. +358 (0)40 550 9105
bizarre@bizarre.fi
persons. Accommodation is available
www.bizarre.fi
in the Ylöstalo cottages.
Iso-Keisarin tie 5, 25630 Särkisalo
tel. +358 (0)40 564 5676
www.ylostalo.fi
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Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Haukkala banqueting facilities

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

The Haukkala banqueting facilities
are ideally located in the middle of
the most beautiful countryside. The
distance from Salo city centre is only
around five kilometres.
The Haukkala banqueting facilities
offer an idyllic setting for different
events.
• Family celebrations
• Meetings
• Corporate events
• Sauna evenings
The main building has a festive
banquet hall, a combined kitchen
and great room, and sauna facilities.
There is also an atmospheric loft
above the former cowshed, where
you can organise relaxed summer
parties, themed evenings, or even
lively birthday parties.
Contact us and let us plan and organise an unforgettable event for you!

Markets &
events

Eija and Mikko Halkilahti
www.haukkalanjuhlatilat.fi
Inkereentie 452, Salo
Eija tel. +358 (0)40 832 8275
Mikko tel. +358 (0)400 745 234

See &
experience
For children
& families
Meet &
celebrate

Café 68 Catering is a full-service
party and catering company in Salo.
We provide delicious and versatile
catering and professional staff for
your parties and events.
We also rent out tableware.

Shop &
decorate

Café 68 Catering

Helsingintie 68
24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)44 027 5644
www.pitopalvelu-salo.fi

Live &
enjoy

Special occasions, celebrations,
conferences, seminars, trainings and
workplace health promotion events.
Accommodation under the same roof
in Hotel Salora! The Astrum Arena can
house events for up to 500 guests,
and the impressive theatre has seats
for 350 persons. There are also several
smaller spaces for different needs,
such as a magnificent conference
facility with a private sauna.
Our extensive programme services
are beyond compare: we can arrange
everything from theatre performances
to physical activities, including bubble
soccer, self-defence lessons, wellness
lectures, a unique car exhibition, an
electronics museum...
Or you could top off your event with
a vibrant samba show, a poker night,
or live karaoke with our house band!
We can also organise an outdoor
laser run or cross-country horseback
tour for your group in co-operation
with our partners.
We offer guaranteed unbeatable
rates. Welcome!
Salorankatu 5–7, 24240 Salo
tel. +358 (0)44 777 3999
info@astrumkeskus.fi
www.astrumkeskus.fi

Eat & sleep

Astrum-Keskus

VisitSalo.fi
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Mathildan Marina
Organise high-powered trainings, workplace health promotion events and
meetings in our seaside ambiance. We can also accommodate evening gettogethers, summer parties and workplace outings.
Looking for new experiences for your work community? Is your workplace
in need of a positive boost? Share your wishes with us – we will help you
achieve them! Local fishing guides organise guided fishing trips on the
nearby waters. A guided paddling tour will certainly be a trip to remember.
See you!
Ruukinrannantie 4, 25660 Mathildedal
tel. +358 (0)2 2502 432
info@mathildanmarina.fi, www.mathildanmarina.fi

Villa Topuli
Villa Topuli is a charming party
venue in a beautiful country setting
surrounded by lakes, still just a
stone's throw away from Salo city
centre.
Villa Topuli radiates an old-time
atmosphere and provides a perfect
venue for different celebrations.
The facilities in the log-built main
building include the main banquet
hall, smaller rooms, a large glass
porch and a separate buffet hall.
The courtyard also includes a chapel
in an old drying barn, a sauna, a
shed and accommodation spaces.
Villa Topuli has a private beach
on the shore of the nearby Lake
Pernjärvi.
Kalkkilantie 5
25110 Salo
+358 (0)44 027 5644
kirsi.orpana@laaksosetoy.fi
www.topuli.fi

Hair Salon Merinell
Did you know that the laid-back
atmosphere and spacious, bright
facilities of our Länsiranta hair salon
can offer you a relaxing retreat from
your everyday life, or perhaps an
unforgettable evening for a larger
group? We hope to see you soon
here in Hair Salon Merinell!
Länsiranta 8,
tel. +358 (0)2 733 6110
Vilhonkatu 8,
tel. +358 (0)2 733 2158
www.merinell.fi
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Event venue Riihipesä and
Kitula culture stop
A party and event venue filled with
great atmosphere, good service and
delicious food in Suomusjärvi.
See the upcoming programme
on our Facebook page (Kitulan
kulttuuripysäkki).
Kitulantie 11,
25410 Suomusjärvi
tel. +358 (0)44 569 3035
niina.malkia@siivila.fi
www.kulttuuripysakki.fi

Koolle Oy
Will your next corporate event
take place in the heart of nature
or surrounded by culture? We
combine different services in a
creative way – let us make your
next event unforgettable!
www.koolle.fi
+358 (0)40 768 2924

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages

Vuohensaari café-restaurant

Firapeli in Katiskanmäki

We offer birthday and wedding day
packages for mature adults. You
can come here to have a party or to
escape one.

Idyllic party venue in the countryside.
Room for 10-530 persons. Guests
can stay conveniently close in our
cottages, rooms and camping area.
Weddings, family celebrations,
courses, concerts, work wellbeing
days, meetings – and our traditional
smoke sauna.
Welcome!
Särkisalontie 2, 25610 Ylönkylä
+358 (0)50 517 7759
sumppu@ebaana.net
www.katiskanmaki.fi

Eat & sleep

Our versatile facilities in a beautiful
natural setting offer accommodation
and conference spaces for as many
as 200 persons.
Lehmirannantie 12
25170 Kotalato
tel. +358 (0)2 727 5200
lehmiranta@elakeliitto.fi
www.lehmiranta.fi

Markets &
events

Lehmiranta Holiday Centre

Lake-Salo &
the countryside

Satamakatu 100
24100 Salo
tel. +358 (0)50 576 3119
info@vuohensaari.fi
www.vuohensaari.fi

Särkisalo &
the sea

Manor estates
& excursions

Vuohensaari is the perfect place to
organise meetings and events with
catering services. We have a meeting
room for max. 40 persons, and a
dance pavilion for as many as 200.
See our packages on our website.
We hope to see you soon!

Leipyöli Farm

See &
experience

Leipyöli tourist farm. Here you can
organise banquets and celebrations
in the peace and quiet of the
countryside. Our charming main
building has seats for up to 50
persons, and the Pihatupa meeting
space is capable of holding around
30 persons.

For children
& families

Leipyölintie 218, 25500 Perniö
tel. +358 (0)50 338 2768
myynti@leipyoli.com
www.leipyoli.com

Excellent facilities for meetings and
celebrations for 4–100 persons.
Latest conference technology and
The 120-year-old log house,
WLAN. Most spaces are accessible by LEVOLA, offers an atmospheric
wheelchair. Reservations online.
setting for celebrations as well as
everyday gatherings.
Osuuskunta Pro Perniö
Changing high-class art exhibitions.
Lupajantie 1, 25500 Perniö
Galleria Levola/ Nuketteri
propernio@gmail.com
Perniöntie 1719
www.propernio.fi
25520 PERNIÖ
www.galleria-levola.fi
VisitSalo.fi
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Meet &
celebrate

Visit the charming home of theatre
puppets and take a peek in the
world of fairy tales.

Live &
enjoy

Perniön Kunnantalo

Shop &
decorate

Gallery Levola / Nuketteri

Live
&
enjoy
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Swap an expensive life for a rich one
In Salo, you can buy a house for the price of a one-room apartment in
Helsinki. The location is excellent – the motorway takes you from Salo to
Turku in just over 30 minutes and to the Helsinki region in slightly over an
hour. If your job is outside Salo, you can get to work comfortably, quickly
and affordably by train, bus or even carpooling – and the commute is still
not longer than for those living in the Helsinki region.
Furthermore, Salo offers great opportunities for remote working.

Safety from nature – for herself and for customers
Sanni praises the small and friendly village community of Taipale. She buys
local food from her neighbours, and random encounters often turn into long
discussions. Sanni is thankful for the people around her, who she can ask for
help if need be.

Teijo National Park &
the ironworks villages
Manor estates
& excursions
Särkisalo &
the sea
Lake-Salo &
the countryside

“The best part of Suomusjärvi is that there is room to live and experience,
and to see far. Moreover, there is time for encounters, new friends and
discussions.”
VisitSalo.fi
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From the front door to forest tracks or a game of Tennis in Salo
In Suomusjärvi, it is possible to step out the front door and go running or
skiing in nature, depending on the season. After moving to the Salo region,
Sanni has also rediscovered her favourite sport, tennis. “I often play tennis
at the Salo Tennis Centre. The facilities are inviting and playing is more
affordable than in the Helsinki region. The level of training is also extremely
high in Salo,” Sanni rejoices.

Meet &
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The ancient, prehistoric setting and diverse terrain make Suomusjärvi an even
better place to live. “The unique, peaceful atmosphere of Suomusjärvi helps
me unwind in my everyday life. The people here respect each other’s privacy,
but they also value good connections,” Sanni explains.

Live &
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“Suomusjärvi
has room to live
and experience,
and to see far.”

In fact, listening to one's own voice is a key part of Sanni’s life in the new
environment. Sanni offers vocal and performance training through her
company SoundByNature. In her work, she encourages her customers to
find their own voice in nature. “People usually feel safe in nature, which
makes it easier to grasp your feelings,” Sanni says. From her home, Sanni can
easily reach her customers in the Turku-Salo-Helsinki area. However, Sanni
describes Suomusjärvi as her very own spot: “It is like living in the middle of
northern wilderness, yet still close to city life.”

Markets &
events

In the new home, old and new come together. Sanni
has a 100 Mbps internet connection, yet she heats her
house with wood. “Modern living can be diverse. When
I was contemplating the move to Suomusjärvi, my sister
wanted me to promise I would not move here in the
middle of nothing, beyond the public transportation
system. However, in the end I had to listen to myself,”
Sanni explains.

Eat & sleep

In September 2019, Sanni moved from Espoo to the
village of Taipale in Suomusjärvi, to a modern log-house
built from trees felled on the same plot.

See &
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Sanni Orasmaa is an internationally known jazz
singer and vocal coach. Her career in music has
taken her from Helsinki to Germany and all the
way to the United States. Now the cosmopolitan
singer has found a new home in Suomusjärvi
and wants to share her love for the area with
everyone.

For children
& families

From the busy world to the
peace and quiet of Suomusjärvi

You can live conveniently in the middle of the city and all its services, close to
nature in a single-family house or terraced house, in a pristine rural landscape,
in an idyllic ironworks village, or close to your hobby, perhaps right next to
a golf course. Even by national standards, Salo Sports Park is a truly unique
complex, where it is possible to enjoy dozens of activities from horseback
riding to ice hockey and golf. The active association scene in Salo is the
perfect complement to the wide variety of hobbies and recreational activities.
Teijo National Park, the ironworks and manors, the Salo evening markets and
numerous other events attract tourists and also make the residents of Salo
more content with their city.
Move to Salo and swap an expensive live for a rich one. Salo offers affordable
living, spacious neighbourhoods, short distances and several recreational activities within your reach. In Salo, you can find luxury in everyday life – more
time together with your family and a wealth of hobbies to choose from.

#SuosittelenSaloa
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#VaihdaKallisElämäRikkaaseen

Price per square metre
Helsinki 4368 €
Price per square metre
Salo 1257 €
Asuntojenhinnat.fi
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Welcome to Salo!
www.salo.fi
Yrityssalo Oy, run by the City of Salo, is a service centre for
entrepreneurs located in Salo or considering moving their business
to Salo.
Contact us and discover what Salo has to offer for your business
Yrityssalo Oy • Joensuunkatu 7 • 24100 Salo • www.yrityssalo.fi
VisitSalo.fi
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Reasons for choosing Salo:
1. Strong existing business co-operation
2. Central location – just over an hour from Helsinki, less than an hour
from Turku
3. Good services for companies
– big-city services in a small town
4. Great living and a laid-back outlook on life
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A helpful location service
We welcome your company to Salo. We can help you evaluate the
additional value that being located in Salo can have for your business.
Our location services cover all the needs of a company that is considering moving to Salo, from recruiting skilled personnel to finding
facilities, sorting out business support options and ensuring smooth
permit processes.

Eat & sleep

Salo is a city full of opportunities with a vibrant business sector and a
long tradition of entrepreneurship. The quick and smooth connections
to Turku and the Helsinki Metropolitan Area make sure that customers,
partners and important key personnel are easy to reach. Our vibrant
region offers new candidates for employees, customers, clients and
subcontractors. We have business facilities all the way up to the head
office level, small and large lots, and commercial spaces to meet all kinds
of needs. There is no shortage of space for new businesses and growth
in Salo.
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The map is not to scale.
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Come enjoy the market atmosphere and events in Salo. See you at the marketplace!

VisitSalo.fi
Salo Tourist Information
tel. +358 (0)44 778 7777
info@visitsalo.fi
VisitSalo.fi
TAMPERE
160 km, 2 h 15 min

From June to August you can find
us at the Salo Marketplace.
TURKU
55 km, 40 min

This brochure in english
VisitSalo.fi/salo2020en

The map is indicative only.

SALO
HELSINKI
115 km, 1 h 15 min

HANKO
85 km, 1 h 25 min
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